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SENCOR
EVERY TIME, EVERY DAY

FOR YOUR COMPLETE COOKING
AND FOOD PREPARATION
Cooking and eating are special in many ways and
cooking is one of the oldest chores done at home.
Workday breakfasts and dinners are natural occasions
for the entire family to gather together
and a home-cooked weekend lunches
are great opportunities for family and
friends to see each other.
Cooking was also a force behind early global trade (in spices).
In the past century, we have witnessed a technological
revolution with the arrival of electric home appliances. They
save our time and allow us to make meals at home easily.
Recently, new cooking and eating trends have gained
popularity – vegetarian and vegan cooking, slow food and
molecular cuisine as well as the return to traditional old recipes
and fusion cooking.

SENCOR FROM
BREAKFAST TO DINNER
A perfect breakfast?
Start you day with fresh coffee or tea made by a SENCOR coffee
maker, espresso machine or water kettle. Modern SENCOR induction
hotplates and toasters are perfect choices for making warm
breakfasts, such as pancakes, oatmeal, porridge, boiled or scrambled
eggs and toast. For a late morning snack, such as a fruit or vegetable
smoothie, use a powerful SENCOR stick blender.

A quick and easy weekday lunch
SENCOR rice cookers are equipped with a steaming basket for entire
steamed meals of fish and vegetables or meat dumplings and steamed
rice cooked together. A quick stir fry is best prepared on an induction
hotplate, while grilled meat and vegetables can be done right on
one of the modern SENCOR contact or table top grills. However,
if you are really in a hurry, a SENCOR microwave oven heats up
any meal in seconds. Check out the SENCOR microwave cooking tips.

WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR
These are just a few examples
and ideas of how SENCOR
kitchen appliances can make
your life easier, tastier and more
fun. Check out the remaining
104 pages to discover many
great products, as well as
SENCOR recommendations,
tips and recipes.

Workday dinner for everyone
With a SENCOR electric oven, it’s easy to roast a pumpkin to make
a perfect puree or creamy pumpkin soup, or even to bake pasta,
moussaka and pies. Use the built-in rotisserie for a perfectly roasted
chicken. Naturally, induction hotplates are perfect for making stir fry
dishes or cooking a hearty sauce, chilli or cassoulet.

At SENCOR we want to reflect all of this! We design and
deliver modern stylish kitchen appliances that are practical,
reliable, safe and useful, while meeting the most demanding of
expectations.
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COMPREHENSIVE
SOLUTIONS

INNOVATION

For a growing number of people cooking
has become a hobby, entertainment
and an opportunity to enjoy time with
loved ones. SENCOR loves to be part
of this phenomenon and is developing
a complete range of appliances.

SENCOR loves innovation!
New materials and continuous
improvements are crucial to us in
every step of our production and
development. Our experts engineer
products in every detail to meet the
highest European standards.

As a market leader in household appliances, SENCOR follows the latest
technological trends. SENCOR applies the newest innovations, ensures high
quality, utilizes only safe materials and delivers inspirational design at an
affordable price to millions of households around the world.

Appliances are developed and
manufactured with advanced
technologies and safe ecological
materials.

TITANIUM COATING
For proceeding fresh food SENCOR
often uses titan coating to preserve
vitamins, nutrients, and enzymes
while prevention of possible
oxidation and germs multiplication.

EXTRA LONG WARRANTY
SENCOR appliances meet high European quality standards
for workmanship and durability and are carefully tested.
For this reason, SENCOR can guarantee extended warranty
periods.
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Borosilicate glass is commonly used under demanding
laboratory conditions and in the automotive industry. We use it
in our appliances to ensure the greatest durability and long life.

STAINLESS STEEL

MARKET LEADER

TECHNOLOGIES &
MATERIALS

BOROSILICATE GLASS

We use only the highest
quality stainless steel in most
of our appliances

BPA FREE

TRITAN

Plastic parts in all SENCOR
products are safe for your
health and the environment,
as well as always BPA free.

Tritan, originally developed for
rockets, is used for jugs, bottles
and other jars as it is safe and
very durable.

COOL TOUCH
A modern feature that
protects you from hot
surfaces

STRIX
Only original British STRIX
can deliver such high quality
and a longer service life.
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COFFEE

PREPARATION
Coffee is such a global phenomenon that it’s one of the few things
almost everyone around the world can agree on. Across the globe,
people sip coffee throughout the day either for its health benefits, or the
social custom it has become. The variety of recipes and prescriptions for
roasting, brewing, and serving coffee reflects the diversity of consumer
tastes and cultural preferences. All techniques begin with properly
roasted and freshly ground coffee, freshly boiled water and perfectly
clean utensils. There are many ways to prepare coffee and SENCOR
knows how to guide you through the process - with a selection of
machines and appliances that will help.
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COFFEE PREPARATION

AUTOMATIC

Fully Automatic Espresso/Cappuccino Machine

SES 9200CH

Treat yourself to a cup of exquisite
coffee anytime you feel like it. The
SES 9200CH automatic espresso
machine features a colour LED panel
and touch buttons for easy operation,
delivering delicious lattés and creamy
cappuccinos with a milk micro-foam
with only a single touch.

HAVE YOUR

ESPRESSO
ANY TIME

Adjust the size of your cup, the strength of
your coffee (7 g, 8 g, 10 g) and the grinding
level to get the perfect cup for you. Although
slim and compact in size (width just 180
mm), this automatic espresso machine
uses a powerful pump pressure of 19 bar,
with a hopper capacity of 150 g and 1.1 litre
removable water tank for your perfect coffee.
The appliance is loaded with advanced
technologies: a patented steaming unit,
thermoblock heating system which ensures
optimal water temperature, and a specialised
one-touch espresso and lungo programmes.

FEATURES

AUTOMATIC
ESPRESSO MACHINES

There’s no need to go to a café to enjoy a good cup of
coffee since today you can prepare it yourself at home.
Modern SENCOR espresso machines are fully automatic –
an LED panel with touch buttons ensures easy, convenient
operation, while a pump pressure of 19 bars guarantees an
excellent coffee.

With a single touch you can conjure up a frothy latté or creamy cappuccino
with micro-foamed milk. If you wish, the machine will also remember
your cup size for next time. Modern SENCOR espresso machines keep
your favourite variety of coffee beans in a tightly-sealed container and the
stainless steel grinder uses 5 levels of grinding to suit your wishes. The
patented pre-steaming system gives coffee a fuller taste, while the modern
Termoblock heating system ensures optimal beverage temperature. The
durable Tritan container for your dairy or soy milk can be easily attached to
the appliance and the 1.1 l removable water tank is easy to fill.
Moreover, smart SENCOR automatic espresso machines are
automatically cleaned and feature a descaling programme. Despite
their great performance, these appliances are relatively compact and fit
into smaller kitchens as well.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
AUTOMATIC
ESPRESSO MACHINE

CONTROL PANEL
WITH DISPLAY

FIRST DROP

MILK CONTAINER

COFFEE BEAN
HOPPER

• 19 bar pump pressure for optimal
results

• Powerful pump pressure of 19 bar
• Colour panel with touch buttons for easy
operation
• Adjustable coffee strength (7 g, 8 g, 10 g)
and 5 grinding levels
• Slim and compact size: width just 180 mm
• Delicious latté and creamy cappuccino
with a milk micro-foam with only a single
touch
• First drop of coffee in 42 seconds
• Coffee hopper capacity 150 g, water tank
volume 1.1-litre
• Thermoblock heating and pre-steaming
systems
• ECO mode

• First coffee in less than a minute
• Practical LED panel with touch
buttons for easy use
• Practical functions for hot water,
descaling and automatic selfcleaning
• Removable parts dishwasher safe
• Elegant compact design
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COFFEE PREPARATION

AUTOMATIC

Automatic Espresso

SES 7015CH

A lovely cup of coffee will give the perfect
dose of energy to start a great day.
And with SES 7015CH it takes only 42
seconds for the first drop of your coffee
to come! The stainless steel grinder uses
five different settings to suit your taste and
the 19 bar pressure pump works hard to
deliver great coffee experience.
This automatic espresso machine also features
an easy to use LED panel and one touch espresso
and lungo program. The 1.1 litre removable water
tank ensures fresh water, while the thermoblock
heating system takes care of its optimal
temperature.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Slim and compact size: width just 180 mm
First drop of coffee in 42 seconds
Coffee hopper capacity 150 g, water tank volume 1.1 l
Thermoblock heating system
One touch espresso and lungo program
Hot water function for americano or tea
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COFFEE PREPARATION

PUMP

Pump Espresso Machine

SES 4900SS

MAKE

COFFEE JUST
HOW YOU LIKE IT
PUMP ESPRESSO
MACHINES
Become a real barista in the comfort of your own home. With
SENCOR pump espresso machines you can prepare your
coffee exactly the way you like. Not only your skilful hands,
but also 20 bar pump pressure, extremely fast preheating
and a boiler with a Thermoblock system join forces to
conjure it up.
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Take the preparation of an aromatic cup
of coffee into your own hands! With pump
espresso machine SES 4900SS, you get
the perfect cup of coffee anytime. The
boiler heating system delivers precise water
temperature, while the pre-brew function treats
your ground coffee as it should be. The swivel
steam wand froths milk for your cappuccino or
serves hot water for tea or an americano.
Its stainless-steel filter takes enough coffee for 1 or
2 cups, which can get be preheated on the upper
cup-warmer plate. This espresso machine will also
be a hit with people who use large coffee mugs, as it
accommodates extra-large cups.

FEATURES
• Powerful pump pressure of 20 bar
• Patented adjustable steam nozzle
(hot milk, milk foam)
• Premium slim body design
• Thermoblock heating system
• Stainless steel filter for 1 or 2 cups
• Metallic cup-warmer plate

WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
PUMP ESPRESSO
MACHINE

A single touch is enough to run the Espresso, Double Espresso,
Cappuccino, Latté and Frothed Milk programmes. As a real professional,
you will appreciate the cup warmer plate or the electronic controller with
a sensor for a more accurate beverage temperature. One or two cups can
fit under the stainless steel filter and not necessarily just small cups for
one sip since there is enough room for even extra-large mugs.

• Powerful appliance with 20 bar
pump pressure

The removable 1.4-litre water tank features a water level indicator
and its transparent milk container has a detachable frothing device
for easy cleaning. When it comes to the cleaning, the SENCOR pump
espresso machine has an automatic self-cleaning function and
a descaling programme so you don’t have to worry about anything.
Just comfortably enjoy your favourite coffee.

• Practical functions and
accessories (pre-heating of even
large cups, descaling, automatic
self-cleaning)

STEAM NOZZLE
WITH SWIVEL MECHANISM

• Innovative Thermoblock system
• High-quality, durable materials
for perfect results
• Very easy and safe to use

• Elegant stylish design

MEASURING SCOOP
FILTER HOLDER
TWO FILTERS (FOR 1 OR 2 CUPS)
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COFFEE PREPARATION

PUMP
SES 4050SS

Pump Espresso Machine

Pump Espresso Machine

SES 4050SS/SES 4040BK
SES 4050SS

SES 4010SS

SES 4040BK

Thanks to its advanced boiler heating system, this
coffee machine pre-heats and also includes a prebrewing function which intensifies espresso flavour.
Its pump is 15 bar and it comes with the following
accessories: a useful filter holder, measuring scoop
and 2 filters - for 1 and 2 cups.

Thanks to the thermoblock-based advanced heating
system, these pump espresso and cappuccino machines
pre-heat and are ready for action really fast.
They also include a pre-brewing function, which intensifies
espresso flavour, and are very easy to operate with one-touch
selection of your favourite espresso-based coffee with or without
milk. You only have to choose your preferred style and design.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-brew function for perfect taste
Swivel steam wand for milk
Stainless-steel filter for 1 and 2 cups
Steam or hot water selection
Metallic cup-warmer plate
Removable 1.5 l water tank
ON/OFF switch with indicator light
and water volume indicator
• Anti-slip feet for good stability

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

20 bar pump for perfect coffee
Boiler heating system with Thermoblock
Extremely fast pre-heating
Pre-brewing System for intensive flavour
One Touch Espresso, Double Espresso, Cappuccino,
Latté and Frothed Milk programmes

Pump Espresso Machine

SES 1710BK

This coffee machine has a pre-brewing function which
intensifies espresso flavour. Its pump is 15 bar and it
comes with the following accessories: a useful filter holder,
measuring scoop and 2 filters - for 1 and 2 cups.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-brew function for perfect taste
Swivel steam wand for milk
Stainless-steel filter for 1 and 2 cups
Steam or hot water selection
Metallic cup-warmer plate
Removable 1.5 l water tank and drip tray
ON/OFF switch with indicator light and
water volume indicator
• Anti-slip feet for good stability

SES 4040BK
16
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COFFEE PREPARATION

FILTER

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 7000BK

There may be more than a dozen ways to make a coffee,
Featuring a built-in coffee grinder, this coffee maker always
has enough freshly prepared coffee for the whole family, or
colleagues in the office. Its grinder (200 g) and kettle (1.5 l) are
ideal for brewing 12 cups of coffee at once.
The elegant design is highlighted by practical features too: the LCD
display shows the functions, both permanent and paper filters can be
used, the glass kettle has a closable lid and heat-insulated handle, the
non-stick hotplate maintains optimal serving temperature, and the dripstop lock valve prevents liquid from dripping when the kettle is removed.

FEATURES

PRACTICAL WITH
NO COMPROMISES
FILTER COFFEE MAKERS
Just imagine a morning this beautiful: you awake to the
aroma of fresh coffee traveling directly into your bed… Reach
out and pour yourself a proper cup for breakfast to start
you up. Only filter or drip coffee can do this and SENCOR
coffeemakers can handle this perfectly.
Brewing up to 15 cups at once is a perfect fit for a 1.8 litre pot. However,
you do not have to drink it straight away, the non-stick hot-plate keeps
the coffee at an optimal serving temperature. Naturally, SENCOR coffee
makers can prepare exactly as many cups as you wish with the help of
a practical water level indicator. The LCD display assists in operating the
coffee maker intuitively, while the drip-stop lock valve immediately stops
coffee from dripping when the pot is removed.
Not really a fan of coffee? No problem, SENCOR machines can also brew
tea using a removable, washable, permanent filter, or a size 4, paper filter.
So all you have to do is figure out what to have with your coffee or tea for
breakfast.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR FILTER
COFFEE MAKER
• Appliance makes up to
15 cups of coffee or tea
• Hot plate for temperature
preservation
• Convenient LCD display with
optional features
• High-quality and safe materials
• Easy to use and clean
• Modern stylish design

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Built-in coffee grinder (200 g)
LCD display with functions
Ideal for brewing 12 cups of coffee at once
Glass kettle (1.5 l) with heat insulated handle
Permanent washable or disposable filters option
Non-stick hotplate maintaining optimal temperature
Drip-stop lock valve

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 5070BK

There may be more than a dozen ways to make coffee, but the
traditional ground beans and filter approach is still the easiest and
fastest way to make strong coffee for the entire family or office and
keep it warm for another hour.
This perfect coffee maker that has an LCD display with functions can brew up to
15 cups of delicious coffee or tea if you like and is ideal for households.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

1000 W power input, 1.8 litre / 15 cup water tank and glass pot
Removable, washable, permanent filter, or use disposable, size 4 filters
Non-stick hotplate maintains the optimum temperature
Drip-stop lock valve prevents spills, water level indicator
Tea brewing option, overheating protection
LCD with clock, timer and other functions
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COFFEE PREPARATION

FILTER

Filter Coffee Maker

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 5000BK

SCE 2100BK

This practical, advanced coffee maker with glass pot has a large
insulated handle for protection against heat so it’s very safe and easy to
use. With its 2.1 litre tank, you can make up to 14 cups of drip coffee at
once. There is also a tea brewing option so even tea lovers can use it.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 900 W
Glass pot (2.1 l) with a practical closable lid
Aroma intensity control
Option to use disposable paper filters (size 4)
Non-stick hotplate for maintaining optimal serving temperature
Water level marks on the tank and pot indicate the number of cups
Main switch with a power indicator light
Anti-slip feet and overheating protection

•
•
•
•
•

Extra compact dimensions for small spaces
2 double wall glass mugs included
Ideal for brewing 2 cups of coffee at once
0.3 litre water tank with level mark
Easy to clean with removable permanent
washable filter
Tea brewing option
Main switch with power indicator light
Safety features: anti-slip feet and overheating protection
Power input 500 W

This nice compact coffee maker has a handy LCD
display with functions, makes up to 6 cups of coffee
per pot, and fits perfectly into a family kitchen.

Filter Coffee Maker

•
•
•
•
•

700 W power input, 0.75 litre / 6 cup water tank and glass pot
Removable, washable, permanent filter, or use disposable, size 4 filters
Non-stick hotplate to maintain optimum temperature
Drip-stop lock valve prevents spills, water level indicator
Tea brewing option, overheating protection

Filter Coffee Maker

SCE 3050SS

This elegant coffee maker comes with glass pot with a practical closable lid and an
insulated handle. The drip-stop lock valve immediately stops coffee from dripping when the
pot is removed. The volume of the tank is 1,25 litres which allows you to make 10-12 cups of
dip coffee at once. There is also a tea-brewing option so even tea lovers can use it.

FEATURES
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FEATURES

SCE 3700BK

FEATURES

Power input 1000 W
Glass pot (1.25 l) with a practical closable lid
Removable permanent washable filter
Non-stick hotplate for maintaining optimal serving temperature
Water level marks on the tank and pot indicate the number of cups
Main switch with power indicator light
Anti-slip feet and overheating protection

SCE 2200RD

Don’t give up having a coffee maker in a small
kitchen. The filter coffee makers SCE 2100BK and
SCE 2101RD have extra compact dimensions to
fit tight places. Feel free to prepare your favourite
beverage as soon as you open the box: two double
wall glass cups are included, providing great heat
insulation and keeping your coffee or tea at the right
temperature for a long time.

•
•
•
•

Filter Coffee Maker

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCE 2100BK

SCE 2000BK
SCE 2000BK

SCE 2001WH

This modern extra compact coffee maker is perfectly suited for small
spaces. Two porcelain cups are included for free. You can also use the
tea-brewing option.

FEATURES
• Power input 350 W
• It can alternatively be used
as a portable coffee maker for
camping
• Two porcelain cups for free
• 2 nozzles (2 cups can be
brewed at the same time)
• 0.3 litre water tan
• Easy cleaning thanks to
a removable drip tray
• Main switch with a power
indicator light
• Anti-slip feet
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COFFEE PREPARATION

COFFEE GRINDERS

Electric Burr Coffee Grinder

SCG 6050SS

Burr grinders are the only proper way to grind
coffee – beans are crushed between two abrasive
elements into a uniform grind that can usually be
adjusted.
Another advantage is that beans are not heated as much
as in blade grinders, thus preserving more aroma and
protecting valuable oils. This model has a special coneshaped steel bur head that ensures fast, precise grinding
and no overheating of the ground coffee. With 15 grind
settings you can grind your coffee perfectly for espresso,
filter or other brewing methods. Even tea lovers can use it.

FEATURES

FRESH TASTE AND
EXPERIENCE
COFFEE
GRINDERS

Coffee aroma is known to quickly vanish once beans have
been ground so nothing can beat fresh ground. Having a coffee
grinder is not a luxury, but is essential for all coffee lovers.
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• Power input 150 W, 15 grind settings
• Cone-shaped steel burr head for fast and
precise grinding with no overheating
• Selector to automatically grind coffee for 2 to
10 cups
• Hopper for up to 350 g of beans and a container
for up to 150 g of ground coffee

WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR COFFEE
GRINDER

The best SENCOR electric coffee grinders feature steel grinding
stones, providing fast and accurate grinding. Up to 17 different grind
settings from fine to coarse ensure that coffee is always just right.
Moreover, you can choose the number of cups for which to have
coffee ground and it will serve you and then turn itself off.

• High-performance and quiet
appliances

Thanks to an innovative design with a planetary gearbox drive,
SENCOR coffee grinders produce low levels of noise when in
operation. The transparent hopper holds up to 350 g of coffee beans
and what’s more, some coffee grinders can also handle nuts, herbs
or poppy seeds. An illuminated pushbutton ensures convenient
operation and anti-slip feet stability when grinding.

• High-quality steel grinding stones

• Selection of different size models
• Up to 17 different grinding
fineness settings
• Ergonomic design with planetary
gearbox drive
• Easy to use and clean
• Practical safety features
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COFFEE PREPARATION

COFFEE GRINDERS

Coffee Grinder

Coffee Grinder

SCG 5050BK

SCG 3050SS

This stylish black and silver SENCOR model is equipped with
a flat steel burr head, offers 17 levels of grind settings and can
hold up to 180 g of coffee beans. There is also a rotating dial for
automatically setting it to grind coffee for 2 to 12 cups.

With this coffee grinder equipped with a hopper for up to 50 grams of coffee
beans, you can prepare 10 cups of coffee at once. It can be used not only for
coffee beans, but for grinding seeds, spices, walnuts and herbs as well.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Power input 150 W
Hopper for up to 50 grams of coffee beans (10 cups)
Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding
Power cord storage in the base

Coffee Grinder

SCG 2052WH
SCG 2050RD

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Power input 110 W, 17 grind settings
Regulator to automatically grind coffee for 2 to 12 cups
Hopper for up to 180 g of beans and container for up to 100 g of ground coffee
Flat steel burr head for fast and precise grinding

SCG 2051BK

SCG 2052WH

This compact coffee grinder is equipped with a hopper for up to 60 grams of coffee
beans which is enough to make 12 cups of coffee at once. The grinding consistency
is even thanks to a special stainless-steel chopping blade.
You can also grind poppy seeds, spices, walnuts or herbs.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Coffee Grinder

SCG 3550SS
SCG 3550BK

SCG 3550SS

There is no fresher coffee aroma than the one delivered by an electric
coffee grinder. Its hopper has volume for 60 g of coffee beans which is
enough for 12 cups of coffee to enjoy with your friends and family. Set
the ground coffee fineness and number of cups to suit your preferences
and the appliance will give you evenly ground coffee thanks to its
special titanium blade. The appliance can be also used for grinding
nuts, herbs, and spices, making it useful in your kitchen too.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
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Power input 150 W
Hopper for up to 60 grams of coffee beans (12 cups)
Large safety button ensuring easy operation
Safety mechanism that prevents the coffee grinder from
being started when not closed
• Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding
• Power cord storage in the case

Suitable for coffee, nuts, herbs and spices
Ground coffee fineness and number of cups settings
Hopper for up to 60 g of coffee beans (12 cups of coffee)
Even coffee grinding consistency thanks to a special titanium blade
Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding

Coffee Grinder

SCG 1050WH
SCG 1050BK

SCG 1050WH

This coffee grinder is equipped with a hopper for up to 50 grams of coffee
beans which is enough for 10 cups of coffee. The fineness of the ground coffee
can be adjusted based on the grinding time. It can be used not only for coffee
beans, but for grinding seeds, spices, walnuts and herbs as well.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 150 W
Large safety button ensuring easy operation
Safety catch that prevents the coffee grinder from being started when not closed
Anti-slip feet for easy and stable grinding
Power cord storage in the base
25

COFFEE PREPARATION

MILK FROTHERS

Milk Frother

SMF 4000 BK

This milk frother is suitable for
preparing latté, cappuccino, frappé or
other beverages that include frothed
or hot milk.
There are three full automatic operating
modes so you can choose the exact speed
that suits your taste. With a thermostatcontrolled final temperature of 68°C it’s an
easy-to-use and safe appliance.

FEATURES
• Power input 650 W
• Anti-slip handle
• Induction heating with patented technology
for more efficient preparation
• Inside are maximum milk level marks (150/300 ml)
• Heat insulated outer case
• Automatic transition to stand-by mode
• Overheating protection

PERFECTLY VELVETY

FROTHED MILK

MILK
FROTHERS

Do you like fluffy cappuccino, smooth latte, or do you prefer
a strong macchiato? Then you cannot do without a SENCOR
milk frother and warmer. Three levels of automatic operation
with a combined light indication are able to froth both cold and
warm milk, or just warm it up without frothing. Two types of easy
to replace attachments are used to do so, using a contactless
magnetic attachment system inside the container.
The SENCOR milk frother and milk heater is simply ideal for making
most Italian-style coffees. Moreover, the built-in thermostat guarantees
that the resulting temperature will always be an optimal 68° C, just like
a smooth milk froth should be. It also prevents milk from overheating.
The non-stick coating also makes cleaning much easier.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR MILK
FROTHER

PATENTED INDUCTION
TECHNOLOGY

4-IN-1
HOT MILK, COOL, FOAM, BABY

TRITAN LID DURABLE MATERIAL,
BPA-FREE, CONVENIENT FUNNEL

FROTHING & STIRRING
DISC

• Different levels of automatic
operation
• High-quality construction and
non-stick materials
• Practical attachments with
a modern contactless magnetic
system
• Easy to use with overheating
safety features
• Thermostat for accurate temperature
• Stylish design
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COFFEE PREPARATION

MILK FROTHERS

Milk Frother

SMF 2020WH

If you like to have fun while preparing coffee, this is
the milk frother for you. With three fully automatic
operating modes, it’s so easy to find the right
speed to prepare latte, cappuccino, frappe or other
beverages that require frothed or hot milk.
And the thermostat-controlled final temperature of
68°C makes it a safe appliance.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 450 W
Anti-slip handle
Heating base with a covered heating spiral
Inside are maximum milk level marks (100/200 ml).
Heat insulated outer case
Automatic transition to stand-by mode
Overheating protection

RECIPE
GINGERBREAD COFFEE
Once you try this delicious coffee, it will become a regular pleasure. It’s easy to make, takes
20 minutes to prepare and 10 to cook, and everybody will love it - SENCOR guarantees it!
Ingredients:
1/2 cup of molasses, 1/4 teaspoon of baking soda, 1/4 cup of brown
sugar, 1 teaspoon of ground ginger, 3/4 teaspoon of ground
cinnamon, 6 cups of hot brewed coffee from a SENCOR espresso
machine, 1 1/2 cups of sweetened whipped cream
Directions:
1. In a small bowl, mix together the molasses, brown sugar,
baking soda, ginger and cinnamon until well blended. Cover and
refrigerate for at least 10 minutes.
2. Add about a 1/4 cup of coffee to each
cup, then stir in about a tablespoon of
the spice mixture until dissolved. Fill
cups to within an inch of the top
with coffee. Stir in half and half
to suit your taste, then garnish
with whipped cream and
a light dusting of cloves.
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KETTLES
Quick, efficient, convenient and automatic – these are typical
benefits of most electric kettles, a kitchen appliance class
introduced more than a century ago. Electric kettles became
popular especially after the first fully automatic models were
introduced in the late 1950s.

Today, many advanced kettles offer more than just bringing
water to the boiling point at the touch of a button. You can
set a lower than boiling temperature and some kettles will
even maintain it. There are even special types of kettles for
brewing perfect tea. SENCOR offers a wide range of electric
kettles – from large 2.5-litre models and those with advanced
functions, such as operation indicated with a coloured light
and variable temperature setting and maintenance, to small
1-litre single-button models. All SENCOR kettles use topquality, safe materials like BPA-free plastic, heat-resistant
borosilicate glass or German SCHOTT GLASS and highquality stainless steel (SUS 304).
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KETTLES

DOUBLE WALL

Double Wall Kettle

SWK 1591WH
SWK 1592BK

SWK 1591WH

This double wall, variable temperature
electric kettle prepares the right
beverage anytime. The kettle heats
water just as you wish, featuring seven
different water temperature settings
(40-50-60-70-80-90-100 °C). Once
the desired temperature is reached,
a sound signal lets you know, while the
keep-warm function keeps the water
hot for you.

HOT WATER

QUICK AND EASY
ELECTRIC KETTLES
A common appliance that no kitchen can be without. They
are fast, practical and heat water without talking back.
However, SENCOR smart kettles can do much more. Feel
free to set the water temperature, making the preparation
of not only different kinds of tea, but also baby milk, super
easy. Some of them can even maintain the temperature at
your desired level until you arrive for up to two hours.

The temperature can be set between 60° C and 100° C, and once
reached a sound will let you know. A removable and washable filter
captures any impurities or limescale. Tea lovers will appreciate
a kettle with a removable basket for tea blends or herbs. The triple
safety system ensures that the kettle switches off automatically when
removed from the base or when the boiling point is reached, and
prevents overheating when accidentally turned on without water.
You can also choose from elegant designs and materials. SENCOR
offers glass, metal, plastic and even porcelain kettles. Naturally, in
a wide range of colours.
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The double wall technology uses vacuum
insulation to eliminate heat radiation from
the inside, keeping water hot for longer and
maintaining a cool housing on the outside.
The interior, kettle lid, spout, and filter are
made from SUS304 stainless-steel and
the kettle’s design ensures that none of the
BPA-free plastic parts come in contact with
water. With the lid open the kettle is very
comfortable to clean.
The 1.5 litre volume is large enough to serve
the whole family with a nice cup of their
favourite hot drink.

FEATURES

WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR KETTLE

• Double wall technology with cool touch
housing
• Water temperature settings
(40-50-60-70-80-90-100 °C)
• Power Input 2150 W
• “Reached set temperature” sound and
“keep warm” function
• Premium quality stainless steel SUS304
• Central 360° STRIX connector

• Powerful, energy-saving
appliances
• Stainless-steel, foldable lid with
a patented design
• Temperature setting and
innovative temperaturemaintenance function
• Modern design with touch control
panel
• Easy to operate with triple safety
system
• Easy to clean removable parts

DOUBLE WALL
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KETTLES

VARIABLE TEMPERATURE

Variable Temperature Kettle

SWK 7706GD
SWK 7706GD

SWK 7707CH

SWK 7708BK

Every hot beverage requires an exact water temperature to
be perfect, and this variable temperature kettle delivers just
that. The desired temperature (60-70-80-90-100 °C) can be
comfortably set on a control panel. The generous 1,7 l volume
heated by strong power input of 2,200 W provides enough hot
water for the whole family even on busy mornings.
The smart design is highlighted by practical aspects: the keep-warm
function maintains the temperature for you, while the dirt and scale
filter can be easily removed and washed, and the central 360° STRIX
connector ensures hassle-free use.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume 1.7 L with 2 200 W power input
Water temperature settings (60-70-80-90-100 °C)
Keep-warm function
Removable and washable dirt and scale filter
Water level mark and power on indicator light
Premium quality stainless steel SUS304
Triple safety system

Variable Temperature Kettle

SWK 1795SS

This elegant electric kettle prepares your hot drinks quickly
and with maximum energy savings thanks to its 2200 W
power input. With a generous 1.7 litre volume, it can handle
many cups at once for large families or for visitors.
Heating water to 100, 90, 80, 70 and 50 °C with a single button is
both easy and ideal for all kinds of hot beverages. Once it’s done
heating, your water will maintain the desired water temperature for 30
minutes. Moreover, each temperature level has an LED colour, so you
can easily see how hot the water is from across the room. Maximum
safety is a must, so the kettle features reliable triple safety protection:
there is an overheating protection, an auto switch off when removed
from base, and when heating is completed.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1.7 l volume with 2 200 W power input
Special lid cover for easy filling
Two buttons for easy control (on/off and temperature level)
Keeps temperature for 30 minutes
Five temperature settings (50-70-80-90-100 °C)
Reached set temperature sound
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KETTLES

Variable Temerature Kettle

SWK 1590SS

This stylish kettle made of stainless-steel combined
with high-quality glass features a variable
temperature setting from 70 to 100 degrees Celsius.
It’s perfect for all types of hot beverages or cooking,
as it maintains the set temperature for up to 120
minutes. There is also overheating protection in case
it is switched on without water, automatic shutdown
after removal from the base and automatic shutdown
once the boiling point is reached, which makes it
very safe even for hearing-impaired users.

PROPERTIES
• 1.5 l volume, 1500 W power input
• Intuitive operation with two buttons – on/off
and temperature setting
• Electronic temperature control with
temperature setting between 70-100°C
• On/Off sound indication
• Power cord storage in the base, double-sided
level of fullness
• Removable, stainless-steel tea strainer for
ingredients and herbs
• Elegant stainless steel design
• High-quality, heat-resistant, borosilicate glass

VARIABLE TEMPERATURE

Variable Temperature Kettle

SWK 2193OR
SWK 2190WH
SWK 2193OR
SWK 2196YL

SWK 2191GR
SWK 2194RD
SWK 21978GG

SWK 2192BL
SWK 2195VT
SWK 2198RS

Featuring an impressive volume of 2 litres, this electric kettle is
ready to serve eight cups at a time, which will please any big
family or those expecting guests.
Heat just the right amount of water thanks to the high visibility
watermark, which makes its operation quick and economical.
Nine attractive colours will complement any kitchen. Five different
temperature settings (100, 90, 80, 70 and 50 °C) can be selected
to give coffee and teas full the flavour of their active ingredients, and
the temperature can be changed at any time. When heating has
completed, the kettle gives a notification with a colour and sound
signal, and maintains the desired temperature for up to 30 minutes.

FEATURES
• Volume 2.0 l with 2 200 W power input
• Maintains temperature for 30 minutes
• Water temperature settings:
50-70-80-90-100 °C
• Reached set temperature sound and light signal
• Double-sided water level mark and colour settemperature indicator
• Triple safety system

Variable Temperature Kettle

SWK 1080SS

This is durable smaller volume kettle made from high
quality borosilicate glass and stainless steel.

ORIGINAL STRIX
CONTROLLER ENSURES
DURABILITY

Useful is its removable stainless steel tea basket, perfect for tea and
herbs or spices, very easy to clean. There is triple safety system,
light indicator for impaired users and lid with safety lock mechanism.

FEATURES
• Power input 2 200 W
• Volume 1 l
• Electronic adjustable temperature control
(60-70-80-90-100°C)
• Three operating modes
• Central 360° STRIX connector with triple safety system
• High quality borosilicate heat-resistant glass
• LED display inbuilt in stainless steel base shows actual
temperature for easy control
• Double-sided water level mark
• Lid fitted with safety locking mechanism
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KETTLES

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless Steel Kettle

Stainless Steel Kettle

SWK 1799SS

SWK 1770GG

This durable kettle made from high-quality
stainless steel will serve you for a long time.
It’s great for making all types of tea thanks
to the thermometer on its front side that
shows the current water temperature.

SWK 1770GG
SWK 1773VT
SWK 1776GD

SWK 1771GR
SWK 1774RD
SWK 1777CH

SWK 1772BL
SWK 1775RS
SWK 1778BK

Simply practical and stylish – and more importantly,
available in two sizes and nine colours.

Great for a family kitchen because of the dual
safety system that protects against overheating
and features automatic shut-off, and a safety lid
fitted with a locking mechanism as well.

With its heating spiral hidden below the stainless steel base and
a lid that can be opened with a single push of a button, this kettle
is easy to maintain and use. The 1.2 litre version is perfect for the
smallest households and the 1.7 litre appliance is best suited for
regular families. Regardless of size, you can mix or match the
colour to other Sencor appliances in the metallic colour range.

FEATURES
• Power input 2 200 W
• Volume 1.7 l
• Water temperature measurement by
thermometer gauge
• High-quality stainless steel SUS 304
• Dual safety system
• Lid fitted with safety locking mechanism
• Dirt and limescale filter
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FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.2 or 1.7 l volume, 2 150 W power input
Nine metallic colour options in both sizes
Power on indicator light, lid safety lock
Stainless steel heating base with covered heating spiral
Durable stainless steel (SUS 304) and BPA-free plastic parts
Power cord storage in the base, dual safety system (overheating,
auto shut-off)
• Removable and washable dirt and limescale filter
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KETTLES

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless Steel Kettle

SWK 1757SS

This premium quality stainless steel kettle with a volume of 1.7
litres on central 360° STRIX connector is perfect for a mediumsize family. It’s durable, safe and equipped with a high-quality
transparent lid.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 2 150 W
Premium quality stainless steel
Volume 1.7 l
Central 360° STRIX connector
Water level marks
Double safety system
Backlit power button
BPA free
SUS 304 - premium
stainless steel

Stainless Steel Kettle

SWK 1228BK
SWK 1220GG
SWK 1223VT
SWK 1226GD

SWK 1221GR
SWK 1224RD
SWK 1227CH

SWK 1222BL
SWK 1225RS
SWK 1228BK

Simply practical and stylish – and more importantly,
available in two sizes and nine colours. With its
heating spiral hidden below the stainless steel
heating base and a lid which can be opened with a
single push of a button, this kettle is easy to maintain
and use.
The 1.2 litre version is perfect for the smallest households,
while the 1.7 litre version best suits larger families. Regardless
of size, you can mix or match the colour to other SENCOR
appliances in the metallic colour range.

Stainless Steel Kettle

SWK 2200SS

The sleek, stainless steel design of this kettle will complement
any kitchen. Its 2 150 W power input will boil up to 1.2 l water
for your tea or coffee with no delay. The double safety system
with lid lock and backlit power button protects your safety.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Volume 1.2 l
Power Input: 2 150 W
Central 360° STRIX connector
Double safety system
Backlit power button
Lid lock in closed position

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

1.2 or 1.7 l volume, 2 150 W power input
Nine metallic colour options in both sizes
Power on indicator light, lid safety lock
Stainless-steel heating base with covered
heating spiral
• Durable stainless steel (SUS 304) and BPA-free
plastic parts
• Power cord storage in the base, dual safety
system (overheating, auto shut-off)
• Removable and washable dirt and limescale
filter
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KETTLES

GLASS

Glass Kettle

SWK 2080BK

Glass Kettle

Simple and practical. You can simply watch the water boiling through the heatresistant glass body, while an internal LED indicator is a practical and beautiful way
to show that the kettle is on (also useful for hearing-impaired users). The two-litre
volume makes this electric kettle ideal for larger families or small offices.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume 2.0 l, 2 200 W power input
Impurity and limescale filter
Double-sided water level marks
Power cord storage in the base
Internal LED light
Also suitable for hearing-impaired
users (indicator light when in
operation)
• Stainless steel heating base with
a concealed heating spiral
• Lid easily opened by pressing a button
• Dual safety system

Glass Kettle

SWK 2300BK

SWK 7300WH
SWK 7300WH

SWK 7301BK

The timeless design of this electric
kettle won’t go out of date, and the
glass combined with black or white
colour suits any kitchen. The heat
resistant glass body with double
sided water mark can hold up to
1. 7 litres of water and prepares
enough boiling water for the whole
family. And when you need just a
single mug, quickly heat up the right
amount thanks to the see-though
kettle body and powerful 2 200
input.
The double safety system, featuring
protection against overheating when
turned on without water and automatic
shut-off when boiling point is reached,
together with lid lock, ensures maximum
safety. Our ergonomically shaped handle
and removable and washable dirt and
scale filter make it comfortable to prepare
a cup of your favourite hot beverage.
Thanks to the central 360° STRIX
connector, the kettle always fits perfectly
onto the base. There is no hassle when
it comes to finding a place for the power
cord, as it can be easily stored in the base.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Volume 1.7 L with 2 200 W input
Double-sided water level mark and heat resistant glass body
Ergonomically shaped handle and washable dirt and scale filter
Heating base made of stainless steel with covered heating spiral
Lid lock and double safety system for your maximum protection

Designed for style and endurance, this electric kettle
offers a great look, quality materials, and the highest
level of safety possible.
The double-sided water mark and ergonomically shaped handle
make it comfortable and easy to use, while the lid lock and dual
safety system keep you safe. Maintenance is super easy thanks
to the removable and washable dirt and scale filters.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Volume 1.2 l with double-sided water level mark
Ergonomically shaped handle for easy use
Power Input 2200 W
Removable and washable dirt and scale filter
Heating base made of stainless steel with covered
heating spiral
• Lid safety lock and double safety system
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KETTLES

PLASTIC

Modern, BPA-free plastic is attractive not only thanks
to its affordability and wide range of bright colours,
but also because it conducts (and releases) less heat
and thus improves the efficiency of an electric kettle.
It is also ideal for large volume kettles above 2 litres –
perfect for big families or an office environment.

Plastic Kettle

SWK 2510WH
SWK 2510WH

2.5
l

SWK 2511BK

There are situations when size does matter. This SENCOR electric kettle features a volume
of 2.5 litres, which translates to 10 large mugs of tea – perfect for a large family breakfast
or an office environment. The no-nonsense, simple and practical design uses a BPA-free
plastic body and a stainless-steel heating base with a covered heating element.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

2.5 l volume, 1 850 - 2 200 W power input
BPA-free plastic body with ergonomic handle
Power-on indicator light, lid safety lock
Stainless-steel heating base with covered heating spiral
Power cord storage in the base, dual safety system
(overheating, auto shut-off)
• Removable and washable impurity and limescale filter

Plastic Kettle

SWK 1811GR
SWK 1810WH
SWK 1813OR
SWK 1816YL

SWK 1811GR
SWK 1814RD
SWK 1817TQ

SWK 1812BL
SWK 1815VT

For those who prefer a life full of vibrant colours, SENCOR offers
this simple and practical electric kettle in beautiful vibrant colours.
With 1.8 litres of volume and 2 000 W of input power, these kettles are
perfect for medium-size families or small offices. All the other standard
features like a removable and washable filter, and heating base with a
covered heating element are there. One-handed operation is possible
thanks to the lid-opening button integrated in the top of the kettle handle.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.8 l volume, 2 000 W power input
BPA-free plastic body with ergonomic handle
Power-on indicator light, lid safety lock
Stainless-steel heating base with covered heating spiral
Power cord storage in the base, triple safety system
Removable and washable impurity and limescale filter

Plastic Kettle

SWK 1798BK

This practical kettle with a volume of 1.7 litres is large enough to
prepare boiling water for the whole family every morning. Thanks
to the water level mark and central 360° STRIX connector, it is
easy to use and its washable dirt and scale filter make it simple to
clean. Your health and safety are well protected, as this kettle is
made of BPA-free plastic and features a double safety system.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Volume 1.7 l
Power Input: 2 200 W
Water thermometer gauge and level mark
Removable and washable dirt and scale filter
Central 360° STRIX connector
Double safety system
Power on indicator light
BPA-free plastic
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KETTLES

PLASTIC

Plastic Kettle

Plastic Kettle

SWK 1748WH
SWK 1748WH

SWK 1800WH

This modern BPA-free plastic kettle with a volume of
1.8 litres is perfect for medium-size families. For extrasafe use it has a safety lock, lid lock and protection
against overheating when turned on without water.

SWK 1749BK

This kettle made of BPA-free plastic with volume of
1.7 litre on central 360° STRIX connector is perfect
for medium-size family. It features a triple safety
system, removable impurity and limescale filter, and
automatic opening lid for easy operation.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
• Power input 2 200 W
• Volume 1.7 l
• Central 360° STRIX connector with triple
safety system
• No steam tube for easy cleaning
• Removable impurity and limescale filter
• Power indicator light
• Automatic opening-lid
• BPA free

•
•
•
•
•

Power input 2 000 W
Volume 1.8 l
Double-sided water marks
Removable and washable impurity and limescale filter
Lid safety lock
Heating coil concealed under a stainless-steel heating base
Triple protection against overheating when turned on
without water
Automatic shut-off when removed from the base
Central 360° connector
On/Off switch on the handle
Power On indicator light
Ergonomically-shaped handle

Plastic Kettle

SWK 1704RD
SWK 1700WH

SWK 1701BK

Plastic Kettle
SWK 1704RD

If you are searching for a powerful electric kettle with
a volume large enough for a family, this model is the
one. The BPA-free body comes in three different
colours (white, black, and red) and matches any
interior, while the kettle itself is very comfortable and
safe to use. The no steam tube and removable dirt and
limescale filter ensure easy cleaning and its triple safety
system protects you and your family during use.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
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Volume 1.7 litre with 2 200 W power input
Central 360° STRIX connector with triple safety system
No steam tube for easy cleaning
Removable dirt and limescale filter
BPA-free kettle body

SWK 1507TQ
SWK 1501GR
SWK 1504RD
SWK 1507TQ

SWK 1502BL
SWK 1505VT

SWK 1503OR
SWK 1506YL

This simple and practical electric kettle, available in
wide variety of fresh colours, is perfect for mediumsize families or small offices. It features a volume
of 1.8 litres, 2 000 W of input power, double-sided
water marks and a lid-opening button integrated in
the top for safe operation.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.8 l volume, 2 000 W power input
BPA-free, plastic, ergonomically-shaped handle
Power-on indicator light, lid safety lock
Stainless-steel heating base with covered heating spiral
Power cord storage in the base
Triple safety system (against overheating, automatic shut-off
when reaching the boiling point or removed from the base)
• Removable and washable impurities and limescale filter
• Double-sided water marks
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COOKING

Even a pot can be highly intelligent. You don’t believe it?
Then, try those from SENCOR, which are perfectly
multifunctional. They can cook incredibly slowly for
even as long as 12 hours to prepare the perfect broth,
or fry at lightning speed to bring you hundreds of
healthy fries in just a few minutes. They prepare rice
in many ways even better than the best Asian cuisine
chef, but can also bake, steam or cook rapidly under
high pressure. Uncovering their lids releases the finest
delicacies you can imagine so put your trust in them
and let your cooking change in an instant.
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COOKING

PRESSURE COOKERS

Pressure Cooker

SPR 4000BK

This durable, compact cooker enables the cooking
of healthier meals, saves energy and cuts the time
by more than a half. It enables users to prepare
many dishes easily with 15 pre-set programmes. It
is very easy to operate and clean.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

SIMPLE AND
HEALTHY COOKING

Power input 900 W
4.8 l inner pot with non-stick surface
15 adjustable programmes
Temperature settings of 30-160°C
Multiple safety system with locking valves
(9 mechanical safety systems, 2 electronic
safety systems)
• Dishwasher safe
• Included accessories - pressure cooker
with 4.8 l pot, rice spoon, measuring cup,
steamer

ACCESSORIES
STEAMER, RICE LID
AND SPOON AND
MEASURING CUP

PRESSURE COOKERS

Tender meat that just melts in your mouth with a lot of juices
so rich in taste - only a pressure cooker can do this. Moreover,
the newest cookers from SENCOR do much more than just
pressure cooking. They are truly multifunctional and can bake
or roast like the best oven and cook like an electric or gas stove
50 percent faster, more efficiently and with the use of less
energy. At the same time, SENCOR pressure cookers are able
to feed even large extended families. No wonder, the inner bowl
can hold enough food for seven people.
Thanks to its pre-set programmes, the appliance cooks, fries, stews,
bakes, roasts and cooks with both pressure and steam with only
a minimum amount of water or oil. It even sets the temperature and
cooking time for you, while its LED display is intuitive and clear. You
do not have to stand over the pot at all since it can prepare everything
without your help. With the delayed start function you can set up
everything and you will be greeted by a freshly baked cake when you
get home from work. Lovers of slow roasting will also be pleased since
the multifunctional SENCOR pressure cooker can handle that too.
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MAGNETIC
AUTOMATIC VALVE

WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
PRESSURE COOKER
• Very long service life and
economical operation

15 COOKING PROGRAMMES

• Innovative, high-quality materials
• Fully automatic
• Customizable programmes and
modes for multiple uses
• High volume
• Easy to use and dishwasher safe
• Abundance of accessories

LARGE DISPLAY

5.5 L NON-STICK BOWL

7 PRESSURE LEVELS
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COOKING

PRESSURE COOKERS

Pressure Cooker

SPR 3900SS

This pressure cooker makes it possible to cook healthier meals for the
whole family at once. It saves energy and cuts the time by more than
a half. With 10 pre-set adjustable programmes, it’s variable and can be
used for all types of cooking.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 1 100 W
5.5 l inner pot with non-stick surface
10 adjustable programmes
Keep warm function 60-80°C
15 smart safety modules for maximum safety in every situation
Dishwasher safe
Included accessories - rice lid, rice spoon, measuring cup

5.5 l NON-STICK BOWL

HIGH PRESSURE
80 kPa

ACCESSORIES

WET HAND
CONTROL

Pressure Cooker

SPR 3600WH

This simple pressure cooker with a timeless design shortens the
cooking process by more than half and with its 5.7 l volume makes
enough food for the whole family. It’s also perfect for cooking legumes
without the need to soak them beforehand and allows you to prepare
delicious dishes, even from tougher meat. The cooker comes with
many practical accessories like a removable inner pot with lid, handle,
spoon, scoop and more.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 1 000 W
5.7 l inner pot with non-stick surface
15 pre-set cooking programmes
Keep warm function 30-170°C for up to 8 hours
Multi-safe system for every situation
Dishwasher safe

ACCESSORIES

5.5 l NON-STICK
BOWL
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WET HAND
CONTROL
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COOKING

SLOW COOKERS

Slow Cooker

SPR 7200SS

MAXIMUM
FLAVOR WITH
MINIMUM WORK
SLOW COOKERS
Meals full of rich taste, yet made with little effort – that’s slow
cooking, today’s modern trend, which preserves all the essential
vitamins, minerals and natural juices in food. SENCOR slow
cookers are perfectly in line with this trend since they prepare
healthy food without the used unnecessary fats or flavourings.
With a 6-litre cooking pot they feed up to seven diners.
All you have to do is cut up the ingredients, put them in a pot and
press one of the settings on the digital controller. The appliance can
for example cook meat for 14 hours until an absolutely perfect broth
is ready, while 8 hours are enough for an amazing gravy. Moreover,
SENCOR slow cookers are multifunctional, can cook light meals in
steam, roast, and thanks to five frying pre-sets even prepare the most
amazing schnitzels and fries far and wide. If that is not enough, think
of the homemade yogurt it makes. The slow cooker works overnight,
while you are at work or even on a trip. However, it always welcomes
you home with the aroma of an amazing, freshly prepared meal.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR SLOW
COOKER

Cooking has never been this easy! This
slow cooker features eight automatic
programs with a set-&-forget timer,
which will take care of your dinner while
you focus on more important things or
have fun! Its pot has 7-liter capacity,
which is large enough to prepare food
the whole family. The digital LCD control
panel provides the most comfortable
cooking experience and enables control
even with wet hands. When you’re
done cooking, the keep-warm function
automatically keeps your food at just the
right temperature.
The quality of the materials is unbeatable: the
pot wall is made of 2.5 mm-thick aluminium
with non-stick technology. The pot can be
easily stored in a fridge with food inside, and
later washed in a dishwasher. The premium
stainless steel used in the steamer pot ensures
a long lifetime and corrosion resistance as well.

FEATURES
• 7-litre capacity is more than enough for the
entire family
• Pot with non-stick surface fits into a fridge;
dishwasher safe
• 8 automatic programs for maximum
convenience
• Option to adjust both cooking temperature
and time
• Keep-warm function automatically maintains
the ideal temperature
• High-quality materials (stainless steel and
aluminium alloy)

ACCESSORIES
PROTECTIVE GLOVES
SOUS-VIDE RACK
STEAMER BASKET
LID FROM HARDENED GLASS WITH HANDLE
SILICONE BAKING TRAY

• Powerful and fully automatic
operation
• Quality non-stick PFOA-free
coating with ideal heat transfer
• Perfect for healthy cooking
• Easy digital control
• Choice of pre-set functions,
yoghurt making included
• Practical design and large volume
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COOKING

SLOW COOKERS

Slow Cooker

Slow Cooker

SPR 5500SS

SPR 6100BK

Slow cooking is the new way of modern
healthy cooking. It preserves all the
flavours, juices and vitamins, doesn’t
require oil and saves time and money.

This slow cooker made of food-grade
stainless steel is suitable for cooking
healthy meals or basically any type
of meal for the entire family.
Apart from saving costs and your time, it features
3 adjustable standard cooking modes and
2 slow cooking modes plus a baking function with
adjustable temperature and time setting.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 1 200 W
6 l inner pot with non-stick surface
Entirely automated operation
Baking function with adjustable temperature
120-220°C and time 0:05-6:00
Keep warm function 60-80°C
Dishwasher safe
Included accessories - steam pot, protective
kitchen mittens

CONTROL PANEL FOR EASY
OPERATION WITH DIGITAL
TIME AND TEMPERATURE
DISPLAY, INDICATOR OF
POWER AND KEEP WARM
FUNCTION AND CONTROL
KNOB.

SAFE NON-STICK COATING WITH
EXTREME DURABILITY

SLOW COOK MODE

STOVE TOP MODE

PROTECTIVE MITTENS
STEAMER BASKET
LID MADE OF HARDENED
GLASS WITH HANDLE

• Volume 7 l, power input 1 350 W
• 5 pre-set browning settings to seal in the flavour and
caramelise ingredients (Gentle 100 °C, Low 120 °C,
Medium 150 °C, Sauté 170 °C, High Sear 180 °C)
• 4 pre-set cooking functions (Low Slow Cook 6-14 hours, High Slow
• Cook 2-8 hours, Steam 5-120 mins, Yoghurt 6-12 hours)
• 3mm thick aluminium wall
• Digital LED Control display for the most convenient cooking

BARBECUED PULLED
PORK RECIPE
This barbecued pulled pork recipe made in a slow cooker is perfect for
weekday meals. Serve on sandwich rolls with a side of summertime slaw.

OVEN MODE
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FEATURES

RECIPE

DIGITAL DISPLAY

ACCESSORIES

The perfect, durable, rust-resistant cooking pot
features multiple functions, easy use and 7 litres
of volume to serve the whole family. It allows
you to steam, cook, fry and prepare great stews
or even yoghurts. The dual-lid lock system
ensures that maximum flavour and aroma
stays in the food and helps maintain a steady
temperature inside the cooking pot. The Set &
Forget countdown timer, which allows you to
set temperature and time, provides maximum
convenience during cooking. The Keep Warm
function automatically keeps your food at the
ideal temperature after the cooking process is
finished. Non-Stick coating technology with a
PFOA-free coating ensures easy use, prevents
burning and is very easy to maintain.

INGREDIENTS FOR 8 SERVINGS
3 pounds of fresh pork shoulder, well-trimmed
3 tablespoons of barbecue seasoning
1/2 cup of tomato ketchup
1/2 cup of cider vinegar
1/4 cup of firmly packed brown sugar
2 teaspoons of Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon of ground mustard

Place the pork in the cooker. Mix the barbecue seasoning,
ketchup, vinegar, brown sugar, Worcestershire sauce and
ground mustard until well blended. Pour over the pork.
Cover and cook for 8 hours on LOW or 4 hours on HIGH.
Remove the pork from the slow cooker. Shred the pork
using 2 forks. Return the pork to the slow cooker, mix and
heat with sauce before serving. Serve on sandwich rolls
topped with slaw and any remaining sauce if desired.
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RICE COOKERS

Rice Cooker

SRM 3150SS

More than just a rice cooker! With 11 special
cooking functions, a digital display and 24hour timer, this is not just a regular rice cooker.
But this by no means suggests that it would be any
less capable of preparing perfect steamed rice. It
has all the key functions and features, such as equal
heat distribution technology, a special aluminium pot
with a high-quality non-stick surface and automatic
operation and shut-off which switches the cooker to
“keep warm” mode for up to 6 hours.

FEATURES

PERFECT RICE,
SIMPLE AND EASY
RICE COOKERS

It’s not easy to cook rice just as we need it. Sometimes we want it to be loose, while other recipes
require it to be sticky… But you don’t have to be a lover of Asian cuisine to appreciate SENCOR
rice cookers.
Thanks to 11 different functions, these special cookers can prepare
all kinds of rice, even the sushi type. Just select the function on the
digital display, that’s all! There’s no need to monitor it at all since it’s
fully automatic. Once finished, they turn themselves off and even keep
the finished rice warm for up to 6 hours, until let’s say you get back
from a trip. With a volume of 1.8 litres means that they can cook up to
1.5 kilograms of rice at once and that’s really a decent portion to eat.
You do not have to worry about the water boiling away since these
appliances have a special safety feature in addition to overheating
protection. Moreover, the unique steam release valve prevents the pot
from leaking while cooking.
If you still think that a SENCOR rice cooker cannot do much, there’s
even more. Thanks to its oatmeal function, it can prepare porridge just
as thick as you like. It can also processes legumes, cooking them until
they are perfectly tender. The slow cooking function can also create
strong broths or sauces and re-heat food. Those are more than a few
tasks, don’t you agree?
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR RICE
COOKER
• Powerful, energy-saving appliance
• High-quality functional materials
for better results

• 1.5 l volume (1 300 g of rice), 700 W power
input
• Equal heat distribution technology for
perfect results
• Stainless-steel outer body, aluminium
cooking pot with non-stick surface
• Included accessories: steaming basket,
• spoon, ladle, measuring cup
• For steam cooking of all types of rice,
including sushi rice
• Fully automated operation, “keep warm”
function (up to 6 hours)
• 11 special cooking functions, 24-hour timer
• Triple safety system (overheating, water
boiling away, auto off)
• Lid with steam escape valve

EQUAL HEAT
DISTRIBUTION

DIGITAL CONTROL
PANEL

ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL SPATULAS FOR RICE
RICE AND WATER MEASURING CUP
SOUP SPOON
STEAM BASKET
INNER POT WITH NON-STICK SURFACE

• Automatic operation saves time
• Various adjustable modes and
programmes for rice and other
dishes
• Digital display for easy operation
• Practical functions and safety
features
• Easy to clean and timeless design
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RICE COOKERS

Rice Cooker

Rice Cooker

SRM 0650SS

SRM 1891RD

Delicate rice with perfect consistency? Just press the RICE button and the SRM 0650SS rice
cooker will do the job for you! There is much more this multifunctional rice cooker can give you:
OATMEAL mode prepares wonderful porridge for breakfast; GRAINS button cooks legumes
while retaining all the nutrients and flavours; great soups, meat, and sauces are delivered by
SLOW cooking feature, and those interested in heathy meals will appreciate STEAM cooking
with no fat added.
The pot has a non-stick coating and guarantees
even heat distribution, while the digital display,
indicators and light alerts track all current and
planned activities. Once the cooking is finished,
the keep-warm function maintains the food
temperature for up to 12 hours for you.

SRM 1890SS

SRM 1891RD

With its 1.8 litres of volume, you can easily prepare up to
1.5 kg of any type of rice, including sushi rice. Fully automated
rice steaming is much easier thanks to a special steam
release valve, which prevents the pot from overflowing.
The top lid is hinged and has a round glass window for better control and
monitoring of the steaming or cooking process. The automatic shut off
switches the cooker to “keep warm” mode for up to 6 hours. The practical
steaming basket is great for healthy steaming of vegetables or Asian
dumplings – this can even be done together with rice to save energy.

FEATURES
• 1.8 l volume (1 500 g of rice), 700 W power input
• Equal heat distribution technology for perfect results
• Stainless-steel outer body, aluminium cooking pot with non-stick
surface
• Included accessories: steaming basket, spoon, spatula,
measuring cup
• Steam cooks all types of rice, including sushi rice
• Fully automated operation, “keep warm” function (up to 6 hours)
• Triple safety system (overheating, water boiling away, auto off)
• Easy to clean
• Glass lid with steam escape valve

Rice Cooker

SRM 2800SS

FEATURES
• Five automatic cooking modes (rice, oatmeal, slow cooking,
legumes, steaming)
• Delayed start and automatic keep warm functions
• Even heat distribution though 1.5 mm thick wall
• Easy cleaning (removable inner pot with a non-stick surface)
• Outer unit from stainless steel, anti-slip feet
• Triple safety system

ACCESSORIES
2 STEAMERS
RICE MEASURING CUP
RICE SPOON
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This SENCOR rice cooker with a stainless-steel outer finish
is a perfect match for you. Its volume of 2.8 l allows you to
prepare up to 2.3 kg of rice at once – all fully automated and
without the hassle – which should be enough to feed a big
family or guests at a big sushi party.
The simple glass lid is very practical as it allows you to see the
contents and, together with the high-quality aluminium pot with its
non-stick coating, makes cleaning up a snap.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.8 l volume (2 300 g of rice), 1 000 W power input
Equal heat distribution technology for perfect results
Stainless-steel outer body, aluminium cooking pot with non-stick surface
Included accessories: spatulas for rice, measuring cup
Steam cooks all types of rice, including sushi rice
Fully automated operation, “keep warm” function (up to 6 hours)
Triple safety system (overheating, water boiling away, auto off)
Easy to clean
Glass lid with steam escape valve
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RICE COOKERS

Rice Cooker

SRM 1550SS

This SENCOR rice cooker model, which works on the steam
cooking principle, is just perfect for medium-size families. With a
volume of 1.5 l, it can cook up to 1 300g of rice, including sushi rice.
This is such a simple way to prepare perfect rice, especially when the
operation is fully automated. Like the other models, it features a glass
lid through which you can control what’s inside. Both the high-quality
aluminium with non-stick coating used on the pot and stainless-steel outer
finish make it easy to clean.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.5 l volume (1 300 g of rice), 500 W power input
Special steam cooking principle
Stainless steel outer body, aluminium cooking pot with non-stick surface
Included accessories: spatulas for rice, measuring cup
Steam cooks all types of rice, including sushi rice
Fully automated operation, “keep warm“ function (up to 6 hours)
Automatic shut-off, anti-slip feet
Easy to clean
Glass lid with steam escape valve

Rice Cooker

SRM 1000SS

This model of SENCOR rice cooker also works on the steam cooking principle and
is perfect for standard-size families. With a volume of 1 l, it cooks up to 800 g of rice,
including sushi rice, and its operation is fully automated.
The simple glass lid through which you can see the contents
is also very practical. Both the high-quality aluminium pot
with its non-stick coating and stainless-steel outer finish
make it easy

FEATURES
• 1 l volume (800 g of rice), 400 W power input
• Special steam cooking principle
• Stainless-steel outer body, aluminium cooking pot
with non-stick surface
• Included accessories: spatulas for rice,
measuring cup
• Steam cooks all types of rice, including sushi rice
• Fully automated operation, “keep warm“ function (up to 6 hours)
• Automatic shut-off, anti-slip feet
• Easy to clean
• Glass lid with steam escape valve
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VITA FRYERS

Multifunction Vita Fryer

SFR 5400WH

Food cooked with this vita fryer without
the use of excess oil is an ideal healthier
alternative for all fried food lovers.
It’s easy to operate and clean, and is ready to fry
in 3 minutes. The enhanced unique air circulation
system ensures consistent heating of every
piece of food. Vita fryers will always deliver that
perfect crunch on the outside, while the inside
remains tender.
You can choose from 12 optimal programmes:
Pre-Fried Fries, Fish / Seafood, Hamburgers,
Pizza, Steak, Frozen Chicken Drumstick, Home
Made French Fries, Chicken, Cake, Cookies.

FEATURES

CRISPY AND LIGHT,
FRYING WITH AIR

• Volume of 11 l and power input of 1 800 W
• 12 optimal cooking programmes
• Double heating elements designed for
high efficiency
• LED display, touch sensitive control panel
• Special air circulation and oil free frying system
• Temperature setting range of 60 - 200°C
• Detachable, nano-ceramic filter
• 60-minute timer with alarm
• Includes a frying pot, stir blade, pizza pan, handle,
chicken rack, grill rack

VITA FRYERS

Do you like fried meals? French fries, schnitzels, chicken
wings, and even donuts? Feel free to enjoy them every day!
SENCOR vita deep fryers fry without the unnecessary fat, and
therefore all these delicacies are healthy enough for nutritional
experts to take their hats off to them.
Thanks to 12 pre-set programmes and a variety of attachments, the
deep fryer can handle whole chickens, pizzas, steaks, hamburgers,
cakes and many other delicacies. All programmes are clearly visible on
a digital display so no need to search for anything and it works with just
few simple clicks. Moreover, with its volume of 11 there will always be
enough fries to feed the entire family and some left for the neighbours.
So, how does it work? Inside the deep fryer there is a special system,
which circulates hot air evenly, frying the food from all sides with no
additional fat required. If necessary, it even stirs the food itself during
cooking. Unlike conventional fryers, filled with litres of oil, no odour
escapes thanks to its efficient filters.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
VITA FRYER
• Highly efficient and fast operation
• Innovative solutions for a healthy
diet

PRACTICAL HANDLE

CHICKEN RACK

TOUCH SENSITIVE
CONTROLL PANEL

• Special nano-ceramic filter for
odour control
• Many optional programmes and
functions

ACCESSORIES

• Touch control LED display for
easy operation

FRYING POT + STIR BLADE,
PIZZA PAN

• Large volume and practical
design for every kitchen
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VITA FRYERS

Vita Fryer

SFR 5320WH

This fryer’s six pre-set programmes help simplify and
speed up the cooking process.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 400 W power input
Six optimal cooking programmes
LED display
3 l frying basket volume
Oil-free frying system
Temperature setting range of 60 - 200 °C
Special air circulation system
Touch control sensors
Air filter to reduce odours
Rapid heating in 3 minutes
Time switch for 60 minutes with sound alarm
Cool Touch Housing system – surface stays cool to the
touch
• Safety lock prevents accidental basket removal
• Automatic shutdown
• Detachable power cord

Vita Fryer

SFR 3220WH
This fryer is perfect for a small family and offers easy
operation and cleaning.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 500 W power input
2.6 l frying basket volume
Oil-free frying system
Temperature setting range of 80 - 200 °C
Air filter to reduce odours
Rapid heating in 3 minutes
Time switch for 30 minutes with sound alarm
Cool Touch Housing system – surface stays cool to
the touch
• Safety lock prevents accidental basket removal
• Automatic shutdown
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DEEP FRYERS

Multifunction Fryer

SFR 9300BK

MANY COOKING
TECHNIQUES FOR

DELICIOUS
RESULTS

DEEP FRYERS

Gone are the days when deep fryers were dangerous and needed lots of cleaning. Today’s models
are safe, super-easy to use and energy efficient. Moreover, many of them offer numerous cooking
techniques: roasting, grilling, baking, sous-vide, searing, or even a fondue. And even if you decide for a
standard appliance, you will always get impressive results with a shorter cooking time, lots of oil saved,
and odour-free operation.
Advanced materials like non-stick coating of the inner pot or stainless
steel body and lid contribute to simple maintenance and long-life
durability. The lid has a see-through window, so that you have full
control of the frying process and can change the temperature if needed.
Using a deep fryer is also economical. If deep frying on a common pan,
oil gets partly wasted through spillage and the rest cannot be used for
other meals. On the contrary, our deep fryer minimizes spillage with its
safety lid and keeps oil clean and suitable for reuse, thanks to the oil
filters.
But taste is what really matters! You can be sure that with a deep fryer
your food will turn out delicious and crispy. The risk of overcooking is
reduced as the deep fryers are equipped with thermostats to control the
cooking temperature.
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WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR DEEP
FRYER
• Numerous cooking techniques

Eighteen cooking jobs done by a single appliance?
You bet, with the SFR 9300BK multifunctional
fryer. Multiple features and an extensive range of
accessories make this appliance a skilled chef in
your home kitchen. The list of cooking techniques is
truly impressive: sous-vide, searing, roasting, grilling,
baking, simmering, frying, slow cooking, fast broth
preparation, deep frying, hot pot, steam cooking, rice
cooking, fondue, yoghurt and popcorn preparation.
Furthermore, each cooking pre-set can be followed
by a keep-warm function or changed with a custom
setting to suit your taste and time.
The 8 litre pot comfortably cooks meals for the whole family.
Being made from aluminium allows fast and even heat
distribution, so much needed for precise cooking. Its non-stick
surface makes cleaning easy and the pot itself can be simply
washed in a dishwasher.
The specially shaped transparent lid, which is also dishwasher
safe, ensures better steam exhaust during cooking. Thanks
to its ingenious shape, it can be put on the side, which makes
using even simpler. The handle with cool touch technology
prevents the handle from getting too hot.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

18 cooking programs and keep warm function
Space saving square design, large LED display
Transparent lid and even heat distribution pot with non-stick surface
Digital temperature setting in the range 40–240 °C.
Easy cleaning, dishwasher safe
Power input 1 800 W

18 IN 1

STEAMER,
SOUS-VIDE RACK,
6 × FONDUE FORKS

• Delicious and crispy meals
• Safe and easy to use
• Energy efficient
• See-through window and
thermostat for full control
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DEEP FRYERS
HOT POT

HAVE IT ALL!
With multifunctional deep fryer in your kitchen the cooking will
be as miscellaneous as it gets. Choose any of the techniques
and impress your family and guests with tasty meals they will
never forget.
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ROAST

FAST STEW

BAKE

GRILL

FRY

STIR FRY

DEEP FRY

SLOW COOK

BOIL

SOUS VIDE

STEAM

KEEP WARM

RICE

FONDUE

YOGURT

POPCORN
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DEEP FRYERS

Deep Fryer

SFR 8200SS

The deep fryer SFR 8200SS was made to give you the best crust and
flavour ever. Its generous 3.2litre capacity prepares 1.4 kg of French fries
– a truly good portion for your family and friends! The lid with viewing
window provides full control and the temperature can be instantly
adjusted from 130 °C to 190 °C. The integrated handle is both easy to
open and cool-to-touch.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2-litre capacity / 1.4 kg of French fries
Lid with a viewing window for full food frying control
Adjustable temperature control from 130 °C to 190 °C.
Removable stainless steel lid for easy cleaning
Integrated handle for easy opening
Comfortable mechanical controls
Aluminium fat filter
Power Input 2200 W

Deep Fryer

SFR 7200SS

Have the full control of the frying process! The viewing window in the lid
and adjustable temperature from 130 °C to 190 °C allow you to tune your
meals into perfection. The stainless-steel body and lid house a 3.2-litre oil
pot – big enough to prepare 1.4 kg of French fries. Using is easy, the inner
pot features non-stick and dishwasher-safe surface.

FEATURES

Deep Fryer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2-litre capacity / 1.4 kg of French fries
Lid with a viewing window for full food frying control
Adjustable temperature control from 130 °C to 190 °C and timer
Easy cleaning
Aluminium fat filter
Smart power cord storage
Power Input 2200 W

SFR 6200SS

Under the stainless-steel body with removable stainless-steel lid, a 1.5-litre inner
pot offers enough space to fry 600 g of crispy French fries. Easy frying is followed
by hassle-free cleaning: the inner pot has a non-stick surface, and both the lid and
the frying basket can be removed for easier maintenance. The safety fuse prevents
overheating and the cool-to-touch integrated handle protects your hands.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1.5-litre capacity / 600 g of French fries
Lid with a viewing window for full food frying control
Adjustable temperature control from 130 °C to 190 °C.
Removable parts for easy cleaning
Cool-to-touch handle
Aluminium fat filter
Power Input 900 W
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BREAD MAKERS

Bread Maker

SBR 2000SS

Baking made easy! Enjoy the pleasure
of a big loaf of fresh bread with no effort
with the SBR 2000SS bread maker. Its 13
baking programs make your baking dreams
come true. Its dispenser adds ingredients
automatically, making baking time shorter
for you. A premium large backlit LCD display
and large window give a good view of what’s
happening.

A GREAT

DAY

STARTS WITH

HOME-MADE BREAD
BREAD MAKERS

Turn your kitchen into a professional bakery. Having fresh &
crispy home-made bread every day is so easy with SENCOR
bread makers!
To enjoy the aroma of your favourite bread, let your SENCOR bread
maker be your guide. Big backlit LCD displays and large viewing
windows let you know what is happening, while the baking time is cut
shorter thanks to its add-ingredient sound signal or automatic

Different programs and three crust level settings will deliver exactly
what you and your family dream of. Logistics are made easy as well: the
non-stick baking pan is dishwasher safe and the 60-minute keep warm
function gives you enough time to take care of other tasks done before
bread is to be served. Impress your loves ones with home-made bread
and enjoy great meals together.
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Safety is ensured by a cool touch surface, while
a dishwasher-safe, non-stick baking pan and
kneading hooks, and 60-minute keep-warm
function take care of you bread. A healthy portion
of dough (up to 900 g) and three crust level
settings (light, medium dark, and dark) will please
every member of your family.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

13 baking programs
Automatic ingredient dispenser
Backlit LCD display and large window
900 g dough volume and three crust level settings
Power input 550 W

ACCESSORIES
MEASURING CUP
SPOON AND STEEL HOOK FOR
REMOVING KNEADING HOOKS

WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR BREAD
MAKER
• Fresh home-made bread anytime
• Suitable for both beginners and
experienced bakers
• Stay in control thanks to the LCD
display and viewing window
• Crust setting to suit your
preferences
• Easy to clean
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BREAD MAKERS

Bread Maker

SBR 1040WH

This practical bread maker makes it easy to have fresh bread anytime you wish. With twelve baking
programs and three crust level settings, the bread tastes exactly like you and your family want.
A large backlit LCD display and viewing window make it simple to use, while the non-stick and dishwasher safe
baking pan is comfortable to clean.

FEATURES
• 12 baking programs
• Large backlit LCD display and viewing window
• Max. bread dough volume 900 g and three
crust level settings
• Non-stick and dishwasher safe baking
pan and kneading hooks
• Keep warm function for 60 minutes
• Sound signal for adding ingredients
• Power Input 550 W

ACCESSORIES
MEASURING CUP
SPOON AND STEEL HOOK FOR
REMOVING KNEADING HOOKS

Bread Maker

SBR 0770WH

Need an extra-large loaf of bread? No problem with the
SBR 0770WH and its 1 250 g dough volume! Bake bread
easily thanks to its 12 programs, with crust to suit your
taste, delivered by three different crust level settings; this
kitchen helper will turn your kitchen into an artisan bakery.
A large backlit LCD display and window give a good overview
of the process, and the sound signal calls to add the ingredients,
making the baking the time shorter for you.

FEATURES
• 12 baking programs
• Large backlit LCD display and viewing window
• Max. bread dough volume 1 250 g and three crust
level settings
• Non-stick and dishwasher safe baking pan and
kneading hooks
• Keep-warm function for 60 minutes
• Sound signal for adding ingredients
• Power Input 800 W
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ACCESSORIES
2 KNEADING HOOKS
MEASURING CUP
SPOON AND STEEL HOOK FOR
REMOVING KNEADING HOOKS
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TOASTERS

Toaster

STS 6051GR
STS 6050GG
STS 6053VT
STS 6056GD

STS 6051GR
STS 6054RD
STS 6057CH

STS 6052BL
STS 6055RS
STS 6058BK

Any metallic colour you like. The newest line of SENCOR
toasters is available in either traditional stainless steel
(STS 5050SS), or nine metallic colours (STS 6050GG6058BK) to mix or match with the colours of your other
kitchen appliances, or even the kitchen itself.
With an easy-to-use electronic timer control and three buttons for
toasting, defrosting and manual control (stop), it has all it takes to
deliver a perfect breakfast every day.

FEATURES

CRISPY AND CRUNCHY

EVERY MORNING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 1 000 W
Nine metallic colours
Electronic timer for 9 toasting levels
Automatic ejection and shut-off
Auto-centring for thinner and thicker slices
Toaster rack for warming and crisping buns or croissants
Three in one function: defrosting, re-heating manual control (cancel)
High pop-up for easy removal of smaller slices
Easy-to-clean crumb tray with one touch

ELECTRIC TOASTERS
Crunchy toast and crispy rolls – we can hardly imagine our breakfast without them. Whether we spread
butter, jam or honey on them, or put cheese or ham on them, everything suddenly tastes better.
Top-of-the-line SENCOR toasters are simply indispensable helpers.
They toast up to four pieces of bread at once with 9 toasting intensity
levels that can be set on the electronic timer. The appliance takes both
thin and thick slices, heats them evenly and ejects them automatically
when finished. If a broken-off piece is left inside, you can easily eject it
too to avoid burning it.
Is your bread in the freezer right now? Never mind, a SENCOR toaster
can defrost it using its light indicator to show when it’s ready to eat. It also
warms up toast and not only toast. Thanks to its handy attachments the
toaster can also heat up crispy bread, rolls or croissants.
SENCOR toasters are available in various colours so you can choose not
only the fashionable stainless steel design, but also other a variety of
colours to perfectly match your kitchen.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR ELECTRIC
TOASTER
• Great performance due to highquality and functional materials
• Choice of various functions and
toasting intensity
• Easy to operate and clean
• Wide range of uses in every
kitchen
• Safety features
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TOASTERS

Toaster

Toaster

STS 5070SS

STS 2652RD
STS2651SS

Who would want to wait. Even in a household
of two, making morning toast means using
the toaster at least twice for four slices of
bread. And in larger families, toasting bread
for 4, 5, 6 or more people becomes an ordeal.

STS 2652RD

This stylish, stainless-steel toaster with
modern design can make two crispy thick
or thin toasts and defrost frozen bread or
pastries.

So why not go for a 4-slice toaster with double the
capacity? It has all the cool features of the smaller
models, like an easy-to-set electronic timer
with 9 toasting levels and an automatic centring
function to handle both thin and thick slices, and
atoaster rack for warming or crisping buns –
actually, it has two toaster racks.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 1 600 W
Electronic timer for 9 toasting levels
Automatic ejection and shut-off
Auto-centring for thinner and thicker
slices
Toaster rack for warming and crisping
buns or croissants
Three in one function: defrosting,
reheating, manual control (cancel)
High pop-up for easy removal of
smaller slices
Easy-to-clean crumb tray

FEATURES
• Power input 850 W
• 2 toasting slots for making up to two
toasts simultaneously
• Stainless steel finish
• Automatic centring function for even
heating of thick and thin toasts
• Electronic timer - 7 toasting levels
• Buttons for immediate interruption of
operation, reheating and frozen bread
• Slide-out crumb tray

BUTTON FOR TOASTING
FROZEN BREAD
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INDUCTION COOKTOPS

Double Induction Cooktop

SCP 4501BK

This double induction cooktop boasts an
ultra-thin compact design, with a height
of just 4.3 cm. Its glass ceramic surface
makes maintenance super easy. It also
saves you time (60%) and electricity (50%)
while delivering high efficiency (up to
90%) with minimal heat losses.

SAVE ENERGY
AND TIME
INDUCTION COOKTOPS
Progress is relentless and is even changing the way
we prepare food. At the same time, induction cooking is
definitely growing with advantages such as higher heat
transfer efficiency, rapid heating, evenness and better
control. Induction cooking is absolutely ideal as it does not
emit any heat itself, which you’ll appreciate not only in the
hot summer months.
SENCOR induction cooktops are top-of-the-line and proud of their
cool-to-touch glass-ceramic hob plates and minimal heat loss.
Compared to more common appliances, they save half the energy
and significantly reduce cooking time.
Their two separate induction cooking zones can hold a pot of up to
19 centimetres in diameter. A large, clear and readable LCD display,
which offers the option of 10°C-increment temperature regulation in
a range of 60° C to 240° C and a timer to activate delayed shut-off, is
another advantage.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR INDUCTION
COOKTOP
• Long-life high-quality glass
ceramic hob plate
• Extremely economical operation
and minimal heat loss
• Very fast heating and time saving
• Large LCD display for easy
operation
• Many pre-set heating levels
• Individual temperature control
• Timeless design

The cooktop and its
functions are controlled
using sleek and simple touch
buttons. Temperature (from
60 °C to 240 °C) and power can
be easily adjusted by moving your finger left or
right on a slider. The large red-backlit LCD display
provides all the necessary information about
temperature and power.
This cooktop features automatic cookware
detection and multiple safety features (thermal
fuse against overheating with automatic shut-off,
residual heat indicator, control panel lock).

FEATURES
• Ultra-thin design with simple cleaning
• 2 hotplates with temperature range 60 - 240 °C
• Quick and effective cooking (60% faster with
50% less electricity)
• Controlled by touch controls and slider
• Overheating protection
• Power Input: 3 400 W

Double Induction Cooktop

SCP 4601GY

Super easy to clean, and
effective to use: this double
induction cooktop was
created to provide you
with maximum comfort
while cooking. Its powerful input
of 3 400 W works with high efficiency
(up to 90 %) with minimal heat losses,
heating your food at temperatures from 60
to 240 °C. Moreover, the ceramic surface
completely covers the top, which makes
cleaning as simple as it gets.
This cooktop features an easy touch panel
control with a slider for temperature and power
adjustment, and a large red-backlit LCD display
shows the settings.

FEATURES
• Two hotplates for quick and effective cooking
• Touch control for easy adjustment of settings
(temperature 60 °C - 240 °C)
• Overheating protection
• Simple cleaning of glass ceramic surface
• Power Input: 3 400 W
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INDUCTION COOKTOPS

Double Induction Cooktop

SCP 4201GY

Double Induction Cooktop

SCP 5303GY

This is another dual zone induction cooktop made of cool-to-touch, glass-ceramic, induction hotplate with
minimum heat loss as heat goes directly into the cookware with an efficiency of over 90%, resulting in huge
savings of time 60% and power 50%. Operation is very safe and easy.

FEATURES
• Power input 2 900 W (200-1 300 W for
the small zone and 200-1 600 W for the
large zone)
• Special glass surface for easy and hygienic
cleaning
• Microprocessor control of all processes
• Two independent induction cooking zones
(diameters of 14.5 and 16.7 cm)
• Automatic cookware detection for induction
cooking
• Large, easy-to-read, LCD display
• Temperature control in the range
of 60° C - 240° C in 20° C increments
• 10 pre-set heating levels
• Timer for activation of delayed shut off in
the range of 1–180 minutes
• Touch sensor control panels
• Suitable cookware diameter is 12 -19 cm

Induction Cooktop

SCP 4202GY

This is another dual zone induction cooktop made of a cool-to-touch,
glass-ceramic, induction hotplate with minimum heat loss as heat goes
directly into the cookware with efficiency of over 90%, resulting in huge
savings of time 60% and power 50%. Operation is very safe and easy.

FEATURES
• Power input 2 900 W (200-1 300 W for the small zone and
200-1 600 W for the large zone)
• Cool-to-touch glass-ceramic induction hotplate (induction creates
heat directly in the cookware)
• Special glass surface for easy and hygienic cleaning
• Microprocessor control of all processes
• Two independent induction cooking zones (diameters of 14.5 and 16.7 cm)
• Automatic cookware detection for induction cooking
• Large, easy-to-read, LCD display
• Temperature control in the range of 60° C - 240° C in 20° C increments
• 0 pre-set heating levels
• Timer for activation of delayed shut off in the range of 1-180 minutes
• Suitable cookware diameter is 12-19 cm
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This double induction cooktop
is a great choice for any small
household, where energy and
time savings matter, cooking 60%
faster with 50% energy savings.
Temperatures ranging from 60 to
240 °C can be set manually using
a control knob.
Its smooth surface is easy to clean and
the LED display clearly shows which
one of ten power levels is selected. Safe
and comfortable cooking is ensured
by a 180 minute timer and overheating
protection.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick and effective cooking
Touch controls and manual knobs
Overheating protection
Simple cleaning
Power up to 3 500 W
Temperature up to 240 °C

Induction Cooktop

SCP 3701GY

An ultra-flat cooktop for ultra-efficient
cooking. Save time and energy: that’s
what SCP 3701BK does. Only half
the energy is required and cooking
time is 60% shorter. Its compact size
and stylish thin design make it an
ideal appliance for any scenario, no
matter if in a small household or on
holiday.
Smart features, such as safety lock,
cookware detection and temperature
settings from 60 °C – 240 °C make
cooking a pleasure. When it comes to
cleaning, this single induction cooktop is
a great choice: its smooth surface can be
wiped clean easily.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ultra-thin design
Quick and energy saving
Slider touch control
Simple cleaning
Power: 2 000 W
Temperature: 60 - 240 °C
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INDUCTION COOKTOPS

Induction Cooktop

SCP 3601GY

Cooking on an induction cooktop is not only fast,
but also energy efficient! This single induction
cooktop saves energy up to 50% and time up to
60% thanks to it 2 000 W power!
The touch control sensors, 60 minute timer and frameless
surface make using and cleaning as easy as it gets. The
induction cooktop detects if a cookware is placed on the
burner, and provides heat in temperatures from 60 °C to
240 °C. Being both compact and versatile, the cooktop
delivers great results in a single person household,
weekend house or even on your holiday.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Quick and energy saving cooking
Touch control
Easy to clean frameless surface
Power up to 2 000 W
Temperature range 60 - 240 °C

Induction Cooktop

SCP 3201GY

This is another dual zone induction cooktop made of a cool-to-touch, glass-ceramic, induction hotplate with
minimum heat loss as heat goes directly into the cookware with efficiency of over 90%, resulting in huge
savings of time 60% and power 50%. Operation is very safe and easy.

FEATURES
• Power input 1 800 W
• Cool-to-touch glass-ceramic induction hotplate (induction
creates heat directly in the cookware)
• Special glass surface for easy and hygienic cleaning
• Microprocessor control of all processes
• Single induction cooking zone (diameter of 16.7 cm)
• Temperature range 60° C - 240° C
• 10 pre-set heating levels in the range of 200 - 1 800 W

Induction & infrared Cooktop

SCP 4001BK

When induction technology meets our infrared hotplate, the result is a combined cooktop which meets all
your culinary needs. Use the large, legible LCD display with a red backlight to choose the settings. This
induction hotplate has power ranging from 200 to 1 600 W and a temperature range from 60 to 240 °C,
while the radiant hotplate operates at a temperature range from 50 to
480 °C or power from 200 to 1 800 W. The range of power and
temperature make this versaile induction hotplate useful for
any meal.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Induction and radiant hotplate
Suitable for pots from 12 to 26 cm in diameter
Large legible LCD display with a red backlight
Microprocessor-controlled operation
Control panel lock against accidental use and changes to settings
High safety standards
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INFRARED COOKTOPS

Infrared Cooktop

SCP 2263BK

Prepare tasty meals on
the glass ceramic burners
of this double infrared
cooktop. Compact and
portable, it is a great appliance
for your cottage, weekend house
or when on vacation.
Furthermore, its smooth surface is
easy to clean and maintain. Turn the
cooktop on and set the temperature
by simply turning a dial. Within a few
minutes, the glass ceramic surface
heats a pan up to 250 °C, making it
suitable for frying, sautéing, boiling or
just heating food up.

GREAT HELPERS

TO BRING ALONG

INFRARED
COOKTOPS
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR INFRARED
COOKTOP

When it comes to easy out-of-home cooking, no
compromises are necessary. Because of their compact
size and light weight, infrared cooktops are super-easy to
take with you wherever you go: for example, your family
weekend house, country cottage or even camping. Choose
a single or double burner cooktop to suite your needs and
enjoy glass ceramic cooking even on vacation.

• Compact size a light weight for
easy out-of-home cooking

Moreover, these cooktops are very simple to use: just turn the dial to
set the temperature and that’s it. Maintenance takes only seconds: its
smooth glass ceramic surface and metal body make cleaning fast and
hassle-free.

• Single or double burner options

FEATURES
• A great helper at your weekend house,
country cottage or on vacation
• Easy temperature dial control
• Smooth surface and metal body for easy cleaning
• Two glass ceramic burners with a diameter of 19 cm
• Power input: 2,400 W
• Dimensions (width × depth × height): 504 × 300 × 75 mm
• Weight: 2.5 kg

Infrared Cooktop

SCP 1763BK

No major cooking ahead, but still
want a powerful appliance to
reliably cook and heat food up
and cook?
Go for the SCP 1763BK single infrared
cooktop. Its glass ceramic burner with
a diameter of 19 cm works flawlessly
with any kind of cookware, so it’s no
trouble to find a suitable one. Use
and cleaning don’t get any easier: just
turn the dial to switch the cooktop on
and set the desired temperature. The
indicator shows that it’s on to remind
you.

• Easy dial control
• Simple maintenance thanks to
smooth surfaces
• Suitable for cooking, frying,
sautéing, boiling or just heating
food up

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy temperature dial control
Smooth surface and metal body for easy cleaning
Diameter of the glass ceramic plate: 19 cm
Power input 1,200 W
Dimensions (width × depth × height): 300 × 290 × 75 mm
Weight: 1.4 kg
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GRILLS
Don’t you just love summer barbecues?
So why not indulge yourself during the cold
autumn and frosty winter months? Just move
inside and prepare your favourite steaks,
chicken wings or spicy cheese in the comfort
of your home. SENCOR grills and sandwich
makers will help you. Grill plates are nonstick so you can conveniently wash them in
the dishwasher. Contact grills adapt to every
dish, they can even handle a big steak, while
the sandwich makers can whip up a delicious
sandwich or waffle. So go right ahead!
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GRILLS

Intelligent Contact Grill

SBG 6231SS

GRILL

ALL YEAR ROUND

• Hamburger, fish, steak, sausage, chicken, bacon,
and defrost program
• Option to grill without needing to add oil
• 2 ridged plates for meat, smooth plate for side dishes
• Automatic temperature control
• Removable oil drip tray
• Dishwasher safe

Year-round grilling, so healthy without the unnecessary
extra fat, is something only home contact grills can deliver.
It has been a long time since food would get burnt on them
and it would take longer to clean, than actually cook.

Are you worried about the health aspects of grilling? Forget about them.
Modern electric grills are recommended by nine out of ten nutrition
experts. Thanks to the brilliant non-stick surface, no oil is needed, plus
an automatic temperature regulator prevents the food from getting
burned. Meat and vegetables and other delicacies are perfectly grilled,
while retaining their flavour and all their important vitamins. Cleaning up
is also easy since wiping it off with a paper towel is often enough, but if
you insist on absolute cleanliness, simply take the grill plates out and
wash them in the dishwasher. Grilling has never been this easy.
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The grill plate is large enough to prepare
a healthy quantity of meat (30 × 25 cm) and
does not need any oil to be added while cooking.
To give you maximum comfort and safety, the
appliance can be easily cleaned using only a
paper towel, grilling plates are dishwasher safe,
and its handle is heat insulated.

FEATURES

GRILLS

Today’s modern grills have 3rd-generation, non-stick plates and
intuitive digital controls to help you prepare your top-grade delicacies.
Naturally, they feature programmes for various cooking styles, heating
and defrosting. Today, you can set the grill plate for the different
thicknesses of your food items to prepare a thick steak as well as corn.
Moreover, thanks to the bottom grooved plate, you can enjoy creating
a variety of patterns on your steak or sandwich to give your meal
a hallmark of originality.

Enjoy barbecue season all year round!
With the SBG 6231SS, delicious
hamburgers, fish, steak, sausage,
chicken, or bacon can be served
anytime like. The intelligent setting
with LCD display ensures easy grilling,
while the automatic sensors work hard
to deliver perfect result every time. Your
meal would not be complete without
a side dish: use an extra smooth grill
plate to prepare vegetables or another
side dish to impress your family and
friends.

WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR GRILL
• High-quality 3rd-generation, nonstick plates
• Integrated heating coil for better
performance and even grilling
• Ideal for healthy grilling
• Easy digital control
• Choice of several different
programs
• Exclusive glass design
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GRILLS

Multi-purpose Contact Grill

Smart Contact Grill

Thanks to third-generation, non-stick grill
plates that are dishwasher safe with integrated
heating spirals, this SENCOR contact grill
excels in both the areas of easy cleaning and
perfect grilling – even without added oil. This is
also aided by a precise, automated, temperature
control with an LCD display showing the set
temperature, heating-up and timer.

Looking for a contact grill that
will help you get perfect results
(virtually) every time? Search no
more, as the SENCOR intelligent
contact grill does just that.

SBG 6650BK

With three operating positions (closed, open 90°
and flat-open), you can use it either as a contact or
flat table top grill. With two types of grill plates,
ridged (bottom) and smooth (top), you can
easily grill meat or vegetables to your liking or
press sandwiches and baguettes.

SBG 6031SS

It offers seven smart programs with
a thickness sensor, while the built-in
display shows how done your grilled
food, so you no longer need to watch or
experiment to get your medium-rare steak
or burger just right.

FEATURES
• Large non-stick grilling plates 31x25 cm with
integrated heating spirals
• 7 smart programs with thickness and
temperature sensor plus manual
• Easy-to-clean, dishwasher-safe plates
• Heat insulated handle, anti-slip feet
• Heat-insulated handle (sandwich
pressing), anti-slip feet

The timeless combination of stainless steel and glass
give this contact grill a stylish appearance that will look
gorgeous on your kitchen counter, but of course you
can also easily stow it away.

Multi-purpose Contact Grill

SBG 5030BK

FEATURES
• Exclusive glass design
• Non-stick grill plates (3rd generation)
with integrated heating spiral
• No need to add oil when grilling

This multi-purpose contact grill features third-generation plates
with integrated heating spirals and a non-stick surface that
allow grilling without added oil. Its sturdy construction and 7kg
weight ensure the stability of the grill enough grilling space,
even for a large family or small party
at home.
PLATES WITH INTEGRATED
HEATING SPIRAL FOR PERFECT
TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND FAST
GRILLING

Table-top Electric Grill

SBG 106BK

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Non-stick grill plates (3rd gen) with integrated heating spiral
Large-dimension grilling plates 30x25 cm
Automatic temperature control with LCD, heating indicator and timer
Even pressure distribution
Easy-to-clean, dishwasher-safe plates, removable oil drip tray and grill plates
3 operating positions (closed / open 90° / open 180°)
Insulated handle, anti-slip feet, lid lock
2 000 W power input, power cord storage
Ridged (ideal for steaks) and flat (for smaller vegetables, burgers or seafood)
grilling surfaces

This table-top grill is the perfect indoor and
outdoor party animal and feast beast. You can
use it to grill vegetables, seafood, sausages
or steaks for your guests, or place it right in the
middle of your dining or garden table and arrange
for self-service grilling by each diner.

FEATURES
• Light and portable, with large non-stick surface 47x31 cm
• Two grilling surfaces – flat and ridged for all types of food
• Variable temperature control (100 - 220 °C) and keep warm (60 °C)
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SANDWICH MAKERS

Sandwich Maker 4 in 1

SSM 9940SS

Prepare sandwiches, grill meat or bake
waffles using this single sandwich
maker. Its four exchangeable baking
plates (size 285 x 152 mm) are
designed to please you with triangleshape sandwiches, square-shape
sandwiches, panini, and waffles.

ONE MACHINE
UNEXPECTED

POSSIBILITIES
SANDWICH
MAKERS

Throwing a piece of meat on the grill, preparing toast or
panini and ending up with a sweet waffle? Nothing is
impossible. Moreover, where you once needed at least three
appliances, one can now handle all their tasks. The secret is
in the exchangeable plates with different-shaped surfaces.
Modern sandwich makers are truly versatile and thanks to their
variability, they save not only money, but also time. They make
sandwiches fast and without burning. The appliances know when the
snack is ready to serve, so you’ll never be wrong. Thanks to non-stick
surfaces, they are also easy to clean, and their use is so simple that
even an absolute beginner can do it. In short, more bang for the buck.
So what are you having as a snack today?
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And there is much more! The CoolTouch
housing ensures safe operation, and the
baking surface of the plates is very easy to
clean thanks to its non-stick treatment. The
appliance uses automatic temperature control
and features a thermal fuse for your safety.
Two indicators keep you informed: the red
one is a power indicator and the green one
announces that the sandwich maker is ready
to cook.

FEATURES
• 4 exchangeable baking plates (size 285 x 152 mm)
• Easy to clean baking surfaces with non-stick
treatment
• Extra deep waffle and sandwich baking plates
• Heat insulated handle and body
• Red power indicator light and green ready to bake
indicator
• Safety thermal fuse
• Automatic temperature control
• Power input 900 W

WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
SANDWICH MAKER
• High-performance and energysaving appliance
• High-quality materials and nonstick surface
• Very easy to operate and clean
• Various options for use with
exchangeable cooking plates
• Automatic temperature control
and safe operation
• Modern design for every kitchen
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SANDWICH MAKERS

Sandwich Maker 5 in 1

Sandwich Maker 3 in 1

Five plate options of this sandwich maker turn
breakfast or snacks in your kitchen into a trendy bistro.

This sandwitch maker has a non-stick
baking surface treatment for easy operatin
and easy cleaning. You can prepare
sandwitches or waffles and even grill meat!

SSM 9510SS

SSM 9300

Surprise your family and friends with square, triangle, or
shell-shaped sandwiches, panini, waffles or even meat
prepared on its exchangeable baking plates (size 137 x 228
mm). Operation is both comfortable and safe. All plates are
treated with non-stick surface for easy cooking and cleaning.
The CoolTouch housing ensures that the handle and body
are heat insulated and the two indicators let you know when
it is on and ready to cook for you.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
• 5 exchangeable baking plates 137 x 228 mm with easy to
clean baking surfaces
• CoolTouch housing with heat insulated handle and body
• For sandwiches, grill meat or waffles
• Safety thermal fuse
• Automatic temperature control
• Red power indicator light and green ready to bake indicator

Sandwich Maker 3 in 1

SSM 9410SS

This 3in1 sandwich maker will become your best
friend in the kitchen. Its 3 exchangeable baking
plates (size 126 x 230 mm) prepare triangleshape sandwiches, paninis, and waffles, and its
surface non-stick treated for your comfortable
use and cleaning.
The green ready-to-bake indicator announces that
making your breakfast or tasty snack can start, while the
heat insulated body and handle altogether with thermal
fuse take care of your safety.

FEATURES
• 3 exchangeable baking plates 126 x 230 mm for
sandwiches, meat or waffles
• CoolTouch housing with heat insulated handle and
body
• Easy to clean baking surfaces with non-stick
treatment
• Red power indicator light and green ready to bake
indicator
• Safety thermal fuse
• Automatic temperature control
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Power input 700 W
Prepares 4 triangular sandwiches, grilled meat or waffles
Non-stick baking surface, easy to clean
Automatic temperature control
3 removable plates (for tasty sandwiches, grilling, waffle)
Heat insulated body and handle
Power indicator (ready for baking) – green light
Vertical storage option
Safety fuse

Sandwich Maker

SSM 8700

Sandwiches are perfect for breakfast, snacks or even dinner.
Especially if you are busy and have no time for shopping and
cooking since there is always something at home you can
use to prepare tasty sandwiches. This sandwich maker has
a perfect non-stick cooking surface, which means easy
cleaning. It can also make up to 8 triangle sandwiches
so it can quickly feed even a larger family.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 1 100 W
Makes up to 8 triangle sandwiches
Non-stick cooking surface, easy to clean
Automatic temperature control
Heat-insulated handle and body
Power indicator – red indicator light
Ready to cook indicator – green indicator light
Option to store in a vertical position
Anti-slip feet
Safety thermal fuse
Length of the power cord - 75 cm
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SANDWICH MAKERS

Sandwich Maker

SSM 4300SS
SSM 4300SS

SSM 4304RD

SSM 4310WH

This sandwich maker has a non-stick cooking surface for easy
operation and cleaning. You can prepare sandwiches with
different fillings, sweet snacks or egg omelettes!

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 700 W
Makes 4 triangular sandwiches
Stainless-steel design
Non-stick cooking surface, easy to
clean
Automatic temperature control
Heat-insulated handle and body
Power indicator – red indicator light
Ready to cook indicator – green
indicator light
Option to store in a vertical position
Anti-slip feet
Safety thermal fuse

Sandwich Maker

SSM 422OSS
SSM 4220SS

SSM 4221RD

This stainless steel design sandwich maker has a nonstick cooking surface for easy operation and cleaning. You
can prepare two square-shaped sandwiches with different
fillings, sweet variations or egg omelettes!

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Power input 700 W
Stainless-steel design
Makes 2 square-shaped sandwiches
Non-stick cooking surface, easy to clean
Heat-insulated handle and body
Power indicator – red indicator light
Ready to cook indicator – green indicator light
Option to store in a vertical position
Anti-slip feet
Safety thermal fuse
Length of the power cord 85 cm
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OVENS

It’s been a long time since we’ve had to load our
stoves up with wood and heat them thoroughly
to make a plate of buns. And all that feeding
of the fire! Fortunately, today everything is
automatic and SENCOR smart ovens suit our
baking preferences perfectly. All we have to do is
make our selection on the display and then these
ovens bake, heat, grill or defrost as powerfully as
possible. It is up to you what you choose and the
oven takes care of everything else.
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OVENS

MICROWAVE OVENS

Microwave Oven

SMW 6320

The clean and simple design of this
microwave oven conceals six preprogrammed cooking menus and
five power levels to make your ideal
meal. Preparing your meal perfectly
from the freezer is no problem
thanks to its weight-based defrost
function.
The stainless steel exterior housing with
digital controls and dark grey enamel
interior give your kitchen an elegant
look, while its five power levels, clock,
90-minute timer, and quick start function
make it highly practical.

HEAT, COOK OR
BAKE SIMPLY
MICROWAVE OVENS

When do you get your first microwave oven? When you don’t have time to stand in front of a stove.
When you need to have your food ready as quickly as possible. Fortunately, there is so much to
choose from nowadays!
Modern SENCOR microwave ovens provide not only heating, but can
also grill, defrost, cook and bake. There are a lot of programmes for you
to select from on the digital panel. Just press one and the oven does
the work for you. On top of that, programmes have been simplified so
even without a manual you intuitively click through to what you need.
More sophisticated ovens give you the benefit of so-called multiphase
cooking - for example, they first defrost and then heat or boil vigorously
at first and then switch to a moderate boil. Microwave ovens that heat
food up quickly while grilling the surface are an ideal find.
And which features should you focus on when looking for your
new microwave oven? First of all, the power, grill and other
functions along with its volume. A big family will certainly fully use
a microwave oven with a capacity of 20 litres. A stainless-steel
interior, which is easy to maintain, is an advantage as well.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
MICROWAVE OVEN
• High-quality and safe materials

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 microwave power levels and 6 pre-programmed menus
Defrosting based on weight
Stainless steel exterior housing with digital controls
90-minute timer and quick start function
Volume 20 l
Microwave power 700 W

• Plenty of preset programmes and
functions
• Simple digital control
• Safety features including child lock
• Modern designs for various kitchen
styles
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MICROWAVE OVENS

Microwave Oven

Microwave Oven

Smart and stylish – this SENCOR microwave oven offers 8 preprogrammed cooking menus
(popcorn, coffee, fresh vegetables, potato, pizza, reheat, bacon and seafood) or manual control and
5 microwave power levels.

Thanks to eight automatic programs you no longer have to think about how long to cook your
meal, and at what temperature. The entire process can be seen on the LED panel, and the
programs can be easily set with a rotary knob.

Auto cook is very handy and helps with possible types of meals and their weight, even with the multi-stage cooking
that some recipes require. With its capacity of 20 litres, it can hold even larger cookware. Functions like delayed start
or 95-minute timer make it a truly capable oven, rather than just a simple re-heating appliance. For better safety and
to prevent operation by small children, one can easily set the child lock.

Five microwave power levels, three defrost modes and eight automatic programs are ready to prepare many
delicacies. The generous 17 l volume, 800 W power, and low noise (65 dB) make the SMW 5217SL a great choice
for your kitchen.

SMW 6001DS

SMW 5217SL

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Microwave power 700 W, volume 20 l
• Stainless-steel exterior and dark-gray,
enamel interior
• Digital controls and
8 cooking menus
• Multi-phase cooking,
automatic defrost

• LED panel with 8 easy programs for simple and
quick reheating and cooking
• Large inner space (plates up to 27 cm) with
durable enamel coating
• Defrost function and 60-minute timer
• Sound signal to indicate end of program
• Volume 17 l
• Microwave power 800 W

Microwave Oven
Microwave Oven

SMW 5220

This SENCOR microwave oven offers 8 pre-programmed cooking
menus (popcorn, coffee, fresh vegetables, potato, pizza reheat,
bacon, seafood ) or manual control as well as a grilling mode. With its
capacity of 20 litres, it can hold even larger cookware and functions
like delayed start or 95-minute timer make it a truly capable oven,
rather than just a simple re-heating appliance.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Microwave power 700 W
Combination cooking mode (microwave + grill)
White, enamel exterior housing
White, enamel interior
Digital controls
Volume of 20 l
Defrosting based on weight and time
Quick start function
95-minute timer
5 microwave power levels
Grill power of 1000 W
2 combination cooking modes

SMW 5017WH
SMW 5017WH

SSM 5117BK

The SMW 5017WH microwave boasts an
excellent microwave power of 800 W, simple
operation, LED panel, and eight automatic
programs. Choose from three subtle colours
to compliment your kitchen and enjoy the
comfort of 8 automatic programs with delayed
start feature.
Thanks to the low noise level (65 dB), this microwave
can be placed anywhere. Once the heating is finished,
a beeping sound lets you know it’s ready. The child
lock prevents the oven from accidentally starting,
opening or a change of the set values and functions.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

LED panel with 8 easy programs at 5 power levels
Defrost function and 60-minute timer
Sound signal to indicate end of program
Large inner space (plates up to 27 cm) with durable
enamel coating
• Volume 17 l
• Microwave power 800 W
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MICROWAVE OVENS

Microwave Oven

Microwave Oven

This durable SENCOR microwave oven with a modern
design and made of quality stainless-steel offers a
combination of heating, cooking and grilling. With its
17-litre volume, you can use larger plates up to 25 cm in
diameter and choose from 5 power levels.

White enamel both on the outside and inside: what a classic
design for your kitchen! It isn’t only stylish, but easy to clean
as well!

SMW 4317WH

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

SMW 1917WH

No complicated settings needed, just use the manual control to set
one of five power levels or defrosting program. When finished, a sound
signal lets you know. As easy as it gets!

Microwave power 700 W
Combination-cooking mode (microwave+grill)
High-quality, stainless-steel desig
Volume of 17 l
5 microwave power levels

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microwave Oven

SMW 4217WH

This SENCOR microwave oven offers a combinationcooking mode (microwave and grill) and 4 microwave
power levels. With its 17 litre volume it can hold
average-size cookware and features functions like
delayed start and a 30-minute timer.

Easy manual control
Volume 17 l
5 microwave power levels, defrost function
Classic look with enamel exterior and interior
Easy cleaning surface
30-minute timer and sound signal
Microwave power 700 W
Rotating plate diameter: 245 mm

Microwave Oven

SMW 1517RD

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Microwave power 700 W, grill power 900 W
Enamel exterior and interior for easy cleaning
Volume 17 l
4 microwave power levels
Defrost function, 30-minute timer

Microwave Oven

SMW 2117SS

Stainless is timeless – the beautiful brushed
stainless-steel exterior of this SENCOR microwave
oven will please you for many years to come. It will
never rust and is easy to maintain. Maintenance is
also simple thanks to the durable enamel-coated
interior. Control and use is simple and convenient
with two rotating dials and a large door handle.

FEATURES
• 700 W microwave power, 5 power levels including
defrost
• Stainless-steel or white/black-enamel exterior,
white-enamel interior
• 245mm rotating plate
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SMW 1517RD

SSM 1617BK

Introducing the SMW 1517RD microwave
oven with a volume of 17 l, featuring an
impressive power of 700 watts and five
operating modes for reheating, cooking and
defrosting.
Two rotary knobs make operation convenient,
allowing you to quickly set the required time
and heating mode. This reliable and powerful
microwave oven from SENCOR comes in two
colours and is also pleasantly quiet while operating
(only 58 dB (A) at maximum power).

FEATURES
• Durable enamel interior for easy cleaning
• Only two control knobs ensuring easy
manual operation
• Large inner space for plates up to 25 cm
• Volume 17 l
• 5 microwave power levels and defrost function
• 30-minute timer and sound signal
• Microwave power 700 W
• Rotating plate diameter: 245 mm
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AUTOMATIC
ESPRESSO
MACHINES
MODEL

PUMP ESPRESSO
MACHINES
SES 9200CH

SES 7015CH

Color
Type of expresso machine

SES 4900SS

SES 4050SS

SES 4040BK

SES 4010SS

SES 1710BK

Semi-automatic

Semi-automatic

Semi-automatic

Pump

Pump

1 450 W

1 450 W

1 450 W

1 050 W

1 140 W

Color
Type of expresso machine

Automatic

Automatic

1 470 W

1 470 W

Pump pressure

19 bar

19 bar

Pressure

20 bar

20 bar

20 bar

15 bar

15 bar

Grinding level

5

5

Display

no

no

no

no

no

Beans container capacity

150 g

150 g

Hot water function

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Water container volume

1,1 l

1,1 l

Steam nozzle

yes

no

no

yes

yes

-

-

Auto-cappuccino

yes

yes

yes

no

no

LED panel

yes

yes

Cup warmer

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Thermoblock system

yes

yes

Water container capacity

1.5 l

1.4 l

1.4 l

1.5 l

1.5 l

One touch programms

yes

yes

Ground coffee use

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Latté/cappucino micro-foam system

yes

-

Auto-rinse

yes

yes

yes

no

no

Integrated coffee grinder

yes

yes

Auto-descale

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Hot water function

yes

yes

Pre Brew system

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Pre-brew function

yes

yes

2

-

Removable steaming unit

yes

yes

Illumination of cup

yes

yes

Descaling, cleaning, rinsing program

yes

yes

Power input

Double shot program

Milk container
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MODEL

Power input
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FILTER COFFEE
MAKERS
MODEL

SCE 7000BK

SCE 5070BK

SCE 5000BK

SCE 3700BK

900 W

1 000 W

900 W

700 W

Volume

1,5 l

1,8 l

2.1 l

0.75 l

Timer

yes

yes

yes

yes

Display

LCD

LCD

yes

yes

Articulated filter

yes

yes

yes

yes

Kettle material

glass

glass

glass

glass

Water indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

Anti-drip system

yes

yes

yes

yes

Color
Power input

COFFEE
GRINDERS
MODEL

SCG 6050SS

SCG 5050BK

SCG 3550SS

SCG 3050SS

SCG 205x

SCG 105x

150 W

110 W

200 W

150 W

150 W

150 W

grinding stones

grinding stones

grinding stones

shatter knife

shatter knife

shatter knife

350 g

180 g

60 g

50 g

60 g

50 g

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

Color
Power input
Grinding system
Container capacity
Grinding fineness setup

FILTER COFFEE
MAKERS
SCE 3050SS

SCE 2100BK
SCE 2110RD

SCE 2000BK
SCE 2001WH

1 000 W

500 W

350 W

1.25 l

0,3 l

0.3 l

yes

yes

yes

Kettle material

glass

glass

glass

Water indicator

yes

yes

no

Anti-drip system

yes

yes

no

MODEL
Color
Power input
Volume
Articulated filter
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VARIABLE
TEMPERATURE
KETTLES

DOUBLE WALL
KETTLES
MODEL

SWK 1591WH
SWK 1592BK

Color
Volume
Power input
Material
Concealed heating coll
Water level mark on both sides
Backlit up water level mark
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VARIABLE
TEMPERATURE
KETTLES
SWK 7706GD

SWK 1795SS

Color
1.5 l
2 150 W
stainless steel/plastic
yes
yes

Volume

MODEL

SWK 1590SS

SWK 219X

SWK 1080SS

1.5 l

2l

1l

1 500 W

2 200 W

2 200 W

stainless steel/glass

plastic/glass

stainless steel/glass

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

Color
Volume

1.7 l

1.7 l

2 200 W

2 200 W

plastic

plastic

Concealed heating coll

yes

yes

Concealed heating coll

Water level mark on both sides

yes

yes

Water level mark on both sides

Backlit up water level mark

yes

yes

Backlit up water level mark

yes

-

yes

Power input
Material

Power input
Material

Removable filter for removing
impurities

-

Removable filter for removing
impurities

-

-

Removable filter for removing impurities

yes

-

yes

Removable tea basket

-

Removable tea basket

-

-

Removable tea basket

yes

-

yes

-

-

Button for tea preparation

yes

-

yes

yes

yes

“Protection against overheating when turned
on without water”

yes

yes

yes

-

-

“Automatic shut-off when
removed from base”

yes

yes

yes

Button for tea preparation

yes

Button for tea preparation

“Protection against overheating
when turned on without water”

yes

“Protection against overheating
when turned on without water”

“Automatic shut-off when
removed from base”

yes

“Automatic shut-off when
removed from base”

On/Off switch

yes

On/Off switch

yes

yes

On/Off switch

yes

yes

yes

Power on indicator light

yes

Power on indicator light

yes

yes

Power on indicator light

yes

yes

yes

Adjustable temperature

yes

Adjustable temperature

yes

yes

Adjustable temperature

yes

yes

yes

Keep warm function

yes

Keep warm function

yes

yes

Keep warm function

yes

yes

yes

Safety locking lid

yes

Safety locking lid

yes

yes

Safety locking lid

yes

yes

yes

Button for opening of a lid

yes

Button for opening of a lid

yes

yes

Button for opening of a lid

-

yes

yes

Power cord storage in the base

yes

Power cord storage in the base

yes

yes

Power cord storage in the base

yes

yes

yes

Ergonomically shaped handle

yes

Ergonomically shaped handle

yes

yes

Ergonomically shaped handle

yes

yes

yes

Central 360° connector

yes

Central 360° connector

yes

yes

Central 360° connector

yes

yes

yes
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STAINLESS
STEEL
KETTLES
MODEL

GLASS
KETTLES
SWK 1799SS

SWK 177x

SWK 1757SS

SWK 2200

SWK 122x

SWK 7300WH
SWK 7301BK

2.0 l

1.2 l

1.7 l

2 200 W

2 200 W

2 200 W

plastic/glass

plastic/glass

plastic/glass

Concealed heating coil

yes

yes

yes

Volume

1.7 l

1.7 l

1.7 l

1.2 l

1.2 l

2 200 W

2 150 W

2 150 W

2 150 W

2 150 W

Power Input

stainless steel

stainless
steel

stainless steel

stainless
steel

stainless
steel

Material

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Water level mark on both sides

-

-

-

-

-

Water level mark on both sides

yes

yes

yes

Lit up water level mark

-

-

-

-

-

Lit up water level mark

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Removable filter for removing
impurities

-

-

-

Removable tea basket

-

-

-

-

-

Removable tea basket

-

-

-

Button for tea preparation

-

-

-

-

-

Button for tea preparation

-

-

-

Power input
Material
Concealed heating coll

Removable filter for removing
impurities
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SWK 2300BK

Color

Color
Volume

SWK 2080BK

MODEL

„Protection against overheating
when turned on without water“
„Automatic shut-off when boling
point is reached “

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

"Protection against overheating
when turned on without water"

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

"Automatic shut-off"

yes

yes

yes

On/Off switch

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

On/Off switch

yes

yes

yes

Power on indicator light

-

-

-

-

-

Power on indicator light

yes

yes

yes

Adjustable temperature

-

-

-

-

-

Adjustable temperature

-

-

-

Keep warm function

-

-

-

-

-

Keep warm function

-

-

-

Safety locking lid

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip protection

yes

yes

yes

Button for opening of a lid

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Safety locking lid

-

-

-

Power cord storage in the base

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Button for opening of a lid

yes

yes

yes

Ergonomically shaped handle

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Power cord storage in the base

yes

yes

yes

Central 360° connector

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Ergonomically shaped handle

yes

yes

yes

Central 360° connector

yes

yes

yes
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PLASTIC
KETTLES
MODEL

PLASTIC
KETTLES
SWK 251x

SWK 181x

SWK 1798BK

SWK 174X

Color
Volume

SWK 1800WH

SWK 170x

SWK 150x

1.8 l

1.7 l

1.5 l

2 200 W

2 200 W

2 000 W

plastic

plastic

plastic

Color
Volume

2.5 l

1.8 l

1.7 l

1.7 l

2 200 W

2 000 W

2 200W

2 200W

plastic

plastic

plastic

plastic

Concealed heating coll

yes

yes

yes

yes

Concealed heating coll

yes

yes

yes

Water level mark on both sides

yes

yes

yes

yes

Water level mark on both sides

yes

yes

yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Removable tea basket

-

-

-

-

Removable tea basket

-

-

-

Button for tea preparation

-

-

-

-

Button for tea preparation

-

-

-

“Protection against overheating when
turned on without water”

yes

yes

yes

yes

“Protection against overheating when
turned on without water”

yes

yes

yes

“Automatic shut-off”

yes

yes

yes

yes

“Automatic shut-off”

yes

yes

yes

On/Off switch

yes

yes

yes

yes

On/Off switch

yes

yes

yes

Power on indicator light

yes

yes

yes

yes

Power on indicator light

yes

yes

yes

Adjustable temperature

-

-

-

-

Adjustable temperature

-

-

-

Keep warm function

-

-

-

-

Keep warm function

-

-

-

Anti-slip protection

yes

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip protection

yes

yes

yes

Safety locking lid

yes

yes

yes

yes

Safety locking lid

yes

yes

yes

Button for opening of a lid

yes

yes

yes

yes

Button for opening of a lid

yes

yes

yes

Power cord storage in the base

yes

yes

yes

yes

Power cord storage in the base

yes

yes

yes

Ergonomically shaped handle

yes

yes

yes

yes

Ergonomically shaped handle

yes

yes

yes

Central 360° connector

yes

yes

yes

yes

Central 360° connector

yes

yes

yes

Power input
Material

Lit up water level mark
Removable filter for removing impurities
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MODEL

Power input
Material

Lit up water level mark
Removable filter for removing
impurities
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SLOW
COOKERS
MODEL

SPR 7200SS

SPR 6100BK

SPR 5500SS

Volume

7l

6l

7l

Steamer

yes

yes

no

Fryer

yes

yes

yes

manual

manual

digital

aluminium with teflon coated

aluminium with teflon coated

aluminium

Color

PRESSURE
COOKERS
MODEL

Manual / Digital
SPR 4000BK

SPR 3900SS

SPR 3600WH

Power cord length
Weight

220~240V, 900 W

220~240V, 1 100 W

220~240V, 1 000 W

1m

1m

1m

6.7 Kg

6 Kg

5.8 Kg

Rice Ladle, Soup Spoon,
Measure Cup, Water Collector

Rice Ladle, Soup Spoon,
Measure Cup, Water Collector

Rice Ladle, Soup Spoon,
Measure Cup, Water Collector

Volume

4.8 l

5.5 l

5.7 l

Material

Aluminum

Aluminum

Aluminum

Coating

Outside and inside

Outside and inside

Outside and inside

2.5 mm

1.7 mm

1.7 mm

Handles on bowl

yes

-

-

Handles on product body

yes

yes

yes

Dishwasher safe

yes

yes

yes

Number of programs

15

10

14

Slowcooking program

yes

yes

yes

Rice cooking program

yes

yes

yes

Steaming

yes

yes

yes

yes (fry)

yes (fry)

yes (fry)

Auto shut off

yes

yes

yes

Auto keep-warm

yes

yes

yes

Postponed start

yes

yes

yes

List accessories

slow cook, stove top, oven,auto slow cook, stove top, oven,auto
warm
warm

Number of programs

Color
Power

Bowl Material

9

RICE
COOKERS
MODEL

SRM 3150SS

SRM 0650SS

SRM 189x

SRM 2800SS

SRM 1550SS

SRM 1000SS

700 W

350 W

700 W

1 000 W

500 W

400 W

1.5 l

0.62 l

1.8 l

2.8 l

1.5 l

1.0 l

stainless steel

stainless steel

stainless steel

stainless steel

stainless steel

stainless steel

aluminium

aluminium

aluminium

aluminium

aluminium

aluminium

Lid material

plastic

plastic

glass

glass

glass

glass

Lid type

hinge

hinge

hinge

removable

removable

removable

Control type

digital

digital

manual

manual

manual

manual

Keep Warm

6 hours

6 hours

6 hours

6 hours

6 hours

6 hours

Auto off

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Rice water
collector

yes

yes

yes

-

-

-

Steamer

yes

yes

yes

-

-

-

Removable bowl

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Handles for bowl

yes

yes

yes

-

-

-

Tripple safety

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Light Indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Color
Power input
Material thickness (mm)

Volume
Surface material
Bowl material

Cooking without lid
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MULTIFUNCTION
FRYERS

VITA FRYERS

MODEL
MODEL

SFR 5400WH

SFR 5320WH

DEEP
FRYERS
SFR 9300BK

MODEL

SFR 8200SS

SFR 7200SS

SFR 6200SS

2 200 W

2 200 W

900 W

SFR 3220WH
Color

Color

Color
Power input
Power input

1 800 W

1 400 W

1 500 W

60–200 °C

60–200 °C

80–200 °C

12

6

no

LED display

yes

yes

no

Oil-free frying system

yes

yes

yes

Container volume

11 l

3l

2.6 l

Time switch

60 min

60 min

30 min

Safety lock

yes

yes

yes

Automatic shutdown

yes

yes

yes

Rapid heating in 3 minutes

yes

yes

yes

Cool Touch Housing system

yes

yes

yes

Touch control sensors

yes

yes

no

Available programs
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Power input

40–240 °C

Temperature setting
range

130–190 °C

130–190 °C

130–190 °C

Available programs

18

Available programs

6

no

no

LED display

yes

LED display

yes

no

no

Oil-free frying system

yes

Oil-free frying system

yes

yes

yes

Container volume

8l

Container volume

3.2 l

3.2 l

1.5 l

Safety lock

yes

Safety lock

yes

yes

yes

Automatic shutdown

yes

Automatic shutdown

yes

yes

yes

Rapid heating in 3 minutes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Cool Touch Housing
system

yes

Rapid heating in 3
minutes
Cool Touch Housing
system

yes

yes

yes

Touch control sensors

yes

Touch control sensors

yes

no

no

Temperature setting range
Temperature setting range

1 800 W
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ELECTRIC
TOASTERS
BREAD MAKERS
MODEL

SBR 2000SS

SBR 0770WH

SBR 1040WH

550 W

800 W

550 W

Available programs

13

12

12

LED display

yes

yes

no

Container volume

11 l

3l

2.6 l

60 min

60 min

60 min

Automatic shutdown

yes

yes

yes

Cool Touch Housing system

yes

yes

yes

Time switch

STS 5070SS

STS 2651SS
STS2652RD

1 000 W

1 600 W

850 W

metal

metal

metal

Number of slots for toasting

2

4

2

Number of speed settings

9

9

7

Auto Center

yes

yes

yes

High Lift function

yes

yes

yes

Slider adapter for toasting bread

yes

yes

yes

Stop button

yes

yes

yes

Button for reheating

yes

yes

yes

Button for defrosting bread

yes

yes

yes

Storage space for cable

yes

yes

yes

100 cm

100 cm

100 cm

one touch

one touch

yes

Color
Power input

Color
Power input

STS 605x

MODEL

Material

Power cord length
Crumb Tray
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INDUCTION
COOKTOPS
MODEL

SCP 4501BK

SCP 4601GY

SCP 5303GY

SCP 4202GY

3 400 W

3 400 W

2 900 W

2 900 W

2

2

2

2

12–16 cm

12–26 cm

12–19 cm

12–19 cm

yes

yes

yes

yes

60–240 °C

60–240 °C

60–240 °C

60–240 °C

200–2 000 W /
200–1 400 W

200–2 000 W /
200–1 400 W

200–1 300 W /
200–1 600 W

200–1 300 W /
200–1 600 W

1–180 min

1–180 min

1–180 min

1–180 min

LCD display

yes

yes

yes

yes

Owerheating protection

yes

yes

yes

yes

Auto shut-off

yes

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

yes

Color
Power output
Number of plates
Cookware diameter
Temperature regulation
Temperature control
Range of heating levels
Timer

INFRARED
COOKTOPS
MODEL

SCP 2263BK

SCP 1763BK

2 400 W

1 200 W

2

1

19 cm

19 cm

Temperature regulation

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

Color
Power output
Number of plates
Cookware diameter

CONTACT
GRILLS
MODEL

INDUCTION
COOKTOPS
MODEL

SCP 4201GY

SCP 3701BK

SCP 3601GY

SCP 3201GY

SCP 4001BK

2 000 W

2 000 W

1 800 W

3 400 W

2

2

2

1

2

12–26 cm

12–26 cm

12–26 cm

12–19 cm

12–26 cm

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

60–240 °C

60–240 °C

60–240 °C

60-240°C

60–240 °C/
50–500 °C

200–2 000 W /
200–1 500 W

200–2 000 W

200–2 000 W

200–1 800 W

200–1 600 W /
200–800 W

1–180 min

1–180 min

1–180 min

1–180 min

1–180 min

LCD display

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Owerheating protection

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Auto shut-off

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Cookware diameter
Temperature regulation
Temperature control
Range of heating levels
Timer
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SBG 6030SS

SBG 5030BK

SBG 106BK

Power input

2 000 W

2 000 W

2 100 W

2 000 W

2 300 W

Temperature control

automatic

automatic

automatic

automatic

automatic

smooth/ribbed

smooth/ribbed

ribbed

smooth/ribbed

smooth / ribbed

closed/open

closed/open

closed / open

closed / open

open

Grilling without oil

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Grill plates with integrated spiral

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Non-stick grill plates

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Dishwasher safe grilling plates

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

3 operating positions

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

Drip plate

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Thermostat

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Timer

yes

yes

-

yes

-

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Grilling plate
3 500 W

Number of plates

SBG 6650BK

Color

Color
Power output

SBG 6231SS

Grilling system
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SANDWICH
MAKERS

SANDWICH
MAKERS
MODEL

SSM 9940SS

SSM 9510SS

SSM 9410SS

SSM 8700

SSM 940x

SSM 9300

SSM430x

SSM 422x

Color

Color
Power input

900 W

700 W

700 W

1 100 W

Power input

700 W

700 W

700 W

700 W

Sandwich shape

square

square

square

square

Sandwich shape

triangle

triangle

triangle

square

Waffle attachment

yes

yes

yes

-

Waffle attachment

yes

yes

no

no

Status indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

Status indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

4 in 1

5 in 1

3 in 1

8

4

4

4

2

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

yes

Safety thermal fuse

yes

yes

yes

yes

Safety thermal fuse

yes

yes

yes

yes

Ready to bake indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

Ready to bake indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

Automatic temperature control

yes

yes

yes

yes

Automatic temperature control

yes

yes

yes

yes

Number of sandwiches
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MODEL

Number of sandwiches
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MICROWAVE
OVENS
MODEL

MICROWAVE
OVENS
SMW 6320

SMW 6001

SMW 5220

SMW 5217SL

SMW 5017WH
SMW 5117BK

Color

SMW 4217WH

SMW 2117SS

SMW 1917WH

SMW 1617BK
SMW 1517RD

with grill

with grill

basic

basic

with grill

Microwave power output

700 W

700 W

700 W

700 W

700 W

Grill output

900 W

900 W

-

-

-

17 l

17 l

17 l

17 l

17 l

Color

Microwave oven type

with grill

basic

with grill

with grill

basic

Microwave power output

700 W

700 W

700 W

700 W

700 W

1 000 W

-

1 000 W

900 W

-

20 l

20 l

20 l

17 l

17 l

Installation options

standalone

standalone

standalone

standalone

standalone

Installation options

standalone

standalone

standalone

standalone

standalone

Control

mechanical

electronic

mechanical

mechanical

mechanical

Control

mechanical

mechanical

mechanical

mechanical

mechanical

Display

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

Display

no

no

no

no

no

lacquered

lacquered

lacquered

lacquered

enamel

lacquered

lacquered

enamel

enamel

lacquered

Grill output
Capacity

Interior surface
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SMW 4317SS

MODEL

Microwave oven type

Capacity

Interior surface
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